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I, Aislinn McNally, of the City of Burlington, in the County of Halton, MAKE OATH AND 
SAY: 

BACKGROUND 

1. I am a witness to the Public Inquiry into the Safety and Security of Residents in the 

Long-Term Care Homes System (the "Inquiry"). I have firsthand knowledge of the 

matters to which I hereinafter depose. When I do not have firsthand knowledge, I 

have identified the source of my information and belief and believe it to be true. 

2. I have worked for the Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care (MHL TC) at the 

Centralized Intake, Assessment and Triage Team (CIA TT) since June 3, 2013 when 

I started there as a Triage Inspector (Tl). 

3. In 2004, I began studying to become a registered practical nurse (RPN). While doing 

so, I was also working as a personal support worker (PSW) in a nursing home in 

Toronto. After graduating from Humber College in 2006, I stayed on at this nursing 
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home as a RPN. Since becoming a nurse, I have always worked in long-term care 

(L TC) in some capacity. 

4. In 2010, I moved to Barrie where I worked in another L TC home, while maintaining a 

part-time position at the nursing home in Toronto. I worked in Barrie until October 

2012. 

5. I have worked as a Tl at CIATT since June 3, 2013, and on September 5, 2017, I took 

on the position of the Inspection Team Lead (ITL) at CIATT. As ITL, I am responsible 

for both auditing intakes at CIA TT and for the orientation and training program for Tis. 

BASIC OPERATION OF CIATT 

6. CIATT is responsible for receiving, assessing and triaging all complaints, critical 

incident reports, and general information received by the MHL TC about the care of 

residents in the province's L TC homes. Prior to the creation of CIATT in the fall of 

2012, each SAO was responsible for managing the information received about the 

L TC homes within their area. I understand that CIA TT was created to both manage 

the increasing number of complaints and critical incident reports received about L TC 

homes, and to adopt a more standardized and consistent approach to managing and 

triaging this information. I am aware that before CIA TT was staffed, a decision was 

made that all Tis must be RPNs or RNs so they would have the clinical judgment 

needed to triage the information received by the MHL TC. 

7. I am aware that CIATT had a "soft opening" in the fall of 2012, with draft policies but 

without equipment. CIATT began to process Critical Incident (Cl) reports in early 
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2013. When I joined CIATT in June 2013, there were five Tis and the CIA TT manager, 

Heather Dubeck. The size of CIATT has expanded; there are currently nine T is, the 

ITL (myself), and the CIATT manager. 

8. Any communications or reports received by CIA TT are referred to as "pieces of 

information". This information, which becomes known as "intakes" once processed 

and triaged at CIA TT, includes: 

• Emails, which can include a Cl report, or an amendment to a Cl report submitted 

by a home through L TChomes.net or an after-hours report made by a home to 

the after-hours line; 

• Complaints from the MHL TC's INFOline and Long Term Care Homes Action 

Line ("INFOline complaints"); 

• Direct mail from the public; 

• In-person complaints; 

• Information received from the LHINs; 

• Complaints made to L TC homes by residents and their families, and then 

submitted to the Director; and 

• Complaints made directly to the Director, an MPP, the Patient Ombudsman, or 

the Minister. 

9. In 2013, CIA TT received and triaged more than 30,000 pieces of information. In 2017, 

CIATT received and triaged more than 40,000 pieces of information including almost 

4,000 INFOline complaints. Sometimes CIATT receives the same information in many 

different forms. For example, CIA TT may receive a Cl about a resident, a complaint 
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from the family, and related information from the Patient Ombudsman. CIATT may 

also sometimes receive multiple complaints from the same individual about the same 

issue. 

10. Increases in the number of intakes can be linked to a number of factors. One factor is 

media attention, such as when the news broke about the charges laid against 

Elizabeth Wettlaufer (EW). In the week after the police announced that they had laid 

the charges against EW, we temporarily received more INFOline intakes per week 

than average. The increase in the number of complaints may also be due to the fact 

that many children of L TC residents are now baby boomers who are educated, aware, 

and willing to voice concerns. I have noticed that complaints made to the Minister 

have increased over the past few years: we began to notice an increase in 2016 and 

have had a 106% increase from 2015 to 2017. CIATT currently receives information 

from the Patient Ombudsman on average three to four times per month, generally in 

relation to issues of abuse or improper care. 

11.Although, the numbers show that CIATT is receiving more INFOline intakes, there is 

no tracking done on whether the nature of the complaints has changed. My clinical 

impression from my experience as a Tl and now as an ITL at CIA TT is that the 

INFOline complaints we are receiving have become more serious or complex since I 

first started at CIATT. However, I believe that some tracking of the nature of issues 

raised in Cls is done by the SAOs and the Central Support Team. 
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INITIAL AND ONGOING TRAINING OF TRIAGE INSPECTORS (Tis) 

12. When I started working as a Triage Inspector in June 2013, I received three days of 

training by Melissa Marlowe, a dietary consultant. This training introduced me to 

intake forms, case studies, assigning risk levels, the types of information received by 

CIATT, Cls and INFOline complaints, how to triage, and the MHL TC organizational 

structure. As part of this, I was trained that an intake could be closed if there was no 

possible non-compliance identified . In December 2016, CIATT received direction to 

close intakes if an issue was not reportable under the Long-Term Care Homes Act 

(LTCHA). However, as of May 2018, CIATT has been directed to return to triaging 

intakes on non-reportable issues for non-compliance: that is, if CIA TT receives a Cl 

for a non-reportable issue, it will still be reviewed to see if it discloses any issues that 

could have been reportable. I received minimal training on dealing with complainants 

or difficult callers. I was part of the last group to receive training on conducting 

inquiries. 

13. The CIA TT mandate has always been to consider all complaints credible, and 

because of that we did not receive any training on assessing the credibility of 

complainants. Nothing is to be turned away on the basis that the Tl does not find the 

complaint credible. 

14.1 did not receive any training on note taking, however we were given a black book and 

told that we could use it to record notes for later input into the computer. All note taking 

is now done directly on the computer. Notes are meant to document the information 

gathering and actions taken by Tis. 
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15. During the initial 3-day training that I received, there was no specific training on 

interview techniques. My training was followed by two to two-and-a-half weeks of 

shadowing a Tl before I began to triage information on my own. In the course of 

shadowing a Tl, I observed the Tl speaking to complainants and others, and how the 

Tl gathered relevant information. When shadowing calls, I could hear only what the 

Tl was saying (i.e., I could not hear the complainant's side of the call). Once the call 

was complete, I would discuss the conversation with the training Tl. Training of Tis 

has changed since I underwent training; now, for example, a new Tl shadowing a call 

will be able to hear both sides of the conversation. 

16. Since my initial training, Tis have received ongoing training, including a 1 day 

presentation on dealing with difficult callers, training from Legal Services on specific 

topics relating to the L TCHA and its Regulation, and training when there have been 

policy changes that impact CIA TT and its work. For example, all Tis received two days 

of training in the fall of 2016 in relation to the policy changes that allow Tis to: 

• Assign a "level 3+" risk level to intakes; 

• Assign an intake for inquiry (and not just an inspection); and 

• Include trends in the risk assessment process. 

17. These 2016 policy changes - and the training associated with it - had a significant 

impact on how Tis assess the risk levels of intakes. I found this training made my job 

as a Tl easier in that risk levels became based more on specific criteria and less on 

an "it feels like this" intuitive process. Before receiving the training on the 2016 policy 

changes, some Tis would make risk level assessments based on nursing intuition or 
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based on guidance from the SAOs. I think some Tis have adapted well to this policy 

change in how to assess risk levels, and some have had a difficult time turning off 

their nurse's intuition and only using the specific criteria to assign risk levels. 

TRIAGE AND RISK ASSESSMENT 

18. When information is received by CIA TT, a Tl must first determine whether the issue 

or situation is covered by the L TCHA or its Regulation or, if it is a valid Cl report. If the 

issue is one that could not be the subject of non-compliance with the L TCHA or 0. 

Reg. 79/10, the intake will be closed. If the issue relates to potential non-compliance 

under the L TCHA or its Regulation or there is any information in the Cl that is 

reportable under the L TCHA or its Regulation, the Tl will then assign a risk level to 

the intake. In assigning a risk level, Tis are looking at the imp~ct of the incident on the 

resident's activities of daily living (ADLs). The timeframe for initiating an inspection is 

determined by the risk level assigned to the intake. The higher the risk level, the 

shorter the time allocated for response. If there are multiple areas of possible non

compliance associated with the intake, the computer system auto-populates the 

timeframe based on the highest risk level associated with the intake. 

19.Since December 2016, Tis review the incoming information and assign one of five 

different risk levels to it (level 1, 2, 3, 3+ or 4 ). Attached as "Exhibit A" to my affidavit 

is the CIATT Overall Inspection Policy Changes Job Aid, which provides a definition 

of the risk levels and policy changes from December 2016 [L TCI0004 7 489]. 

20. Generally speaking, if the information relates to a situation that has the potential to 

cause no more than minor negative impact on residents, it will be a level 1 "minimum 
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risk." An example of a level 1 intake would be a complaint about missing resident 

clothing or clothing not being labeled . Complaints about these types of issues most 

often come in to CIATT as a complaint from family members. Very few Cls are 

assigned a level 1 . 

21 . Situations that result in minimal discomfort to residents, or pose a minimal threat of 

ongoing risk of harm, will be a level 2 "minimal harm or potential for actual harm". By 

way of example, a complaint about a resident's dentures or hearing aid not being 

labelled, which could impact the resident's ADLs or ability to function, could be 

assigned a level 2 risk. A Cl report of resident-to-resident abuse that resulted in 

minimal bruising or a small laceration that did not require sutures could also be 

classified as Level 2. When determining the risk to assign to a report of resident-to

resident abuse, risk is assessed in terms of any physical injury and/or emotional 

impact sustained. This is more clear-cut in cases of physical injury; Tis need to use 

their nursing judgment with respect to assessing the risk related to emotional impact. 

22. lfwe are able to identify possible non-compliance and risk level, the intake is assigned 

and sent to the appropriate SAO for inquiry or inspection. The term "inquiry" refers to 

the formal process by which an inspector does more information gathering, in person 

or over the phone, on a Cl or complaint. An inquiry plan is developed and a set of 

questions created. Once the inspector has gathered the requi red information, they will 

make a determination on whether to close the intake or inspect upon it. Level 1 and 2 

intakes are triaged for an inquiry (as opposed to an inspection) within 90 business 

days. Prior to 2016, CIATI could not refer intakes for an inquiry; they could only be 
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sent for inspection. Any intake that is identified by CIA TT as level 3 or higher is 

automatically assigned for inspection. 

23. As part of the 2016 policy changes, Tis must now look for trends in low-level risk 

intakes, those intakes that have been triaged as a risk level 1 or 2. A Tl identifies a 

trend when an incident has occurred three times in a six-month period. The inquiry 

will be changed to an inspection and marked with a level 3 or higher if a trend is 

identified. Every Tl is now trained to assess every low risk intake that is assigned for 

a trend. 

24. A Tl will assign a level 3 risk, meaning "actual harm/risk" for incidents that have 

negatively affected a resident's health, safety, or well-being. Level 3 intakes will be 

assigned for an inspection within 60 business days. Level 3 intakes involve some type 

of harm, e.g., lacerations where suturing is required, extensive bruising, large skin 

tears, and some fractures. Most intakes that are assigned are triaged as a risk Level 

3. 

25.As of December 2016, a new "Level 3+" risk level was added. It is has been added to 

capture situations where there was serious negative impact on a resident's health, 

quality of life and/or safety, or that is creating a serious risk of significant actual harm 

or risk. Level 3+ intakes require an inspection within 30 business days. These intakes 

typically involve more significant injuries, e.g., a person who was previously mobile 

now has a hip fracture and is bedbound. The Tis look at the impact on the resident's 

ADLs in order to assess if there was harm/risk to this resident, or risk to the overall 
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resident population in the home. Reports of a home-wide temperature below 22 

degrees is an example of a Cl report that could be assigned as Level 3+. 

26. Prior to December 2016, if CIA TT received a Cl report about the unexpected or 

sudden death of a resident, it would have been assigned a level 2 or 3 risk because 

CIATT had received direction from the SAOs that they would not inspect on 

unexpected deaths immediately as there was no longer a risk to the resident. Since 

December 2016, when level 3+ was introduced, Cl reports of "sudden and 

unexpected" death are considered by CIATT to be a Level 3+. Also, since that time, 

CIA TT has not closed any report of a sudden and unexpected resident death without 

obtaining the approval of the SAO's Inspection Manager. 

27.At times, the SAOs have additional relevant information that may change the 

assessment of the intake. While unexpected deaths from natural causes may be 

closed without an inspection, if there was some contributing factor that led to the 

death, such as a fall, the Tl would need additional information about the 

circumstances of the death to confirm there is no identified possible non-compliance 

or ongoing risk to residents before the intake could be closed . 

28. Intakes are characterized as Level 4 in situations that involve immediate jeopardy or 

risk. Immediate jeopardy involves situations where a serious injury, harm, impairment, 

or death to a L TC home resident or group of residents has occurred. Level 4 intakes 

must be sent for an immediate inspection. Examples of intakes that may be triaged 

as a risk Level 4 are reports of poisoning, or a fire where residents had to be 

evacuated. 
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ASSIGNMENT AND PROCESSING OF INTAKES WITHIN CIATT 

29. When it first began operating, CIATT had a designated email account for each SAO. 

Each SA Os was assigned a Tl, with the exception of the Ottawa SAO to which two 

Tis were assigned. The assigned Tl was responsible for reviewing all the information 

in that email account. I was assigned to the account for the London SAO. 

30. As of March 2018, CIA TT has a single centralized email account for all pieces of 

information related to the SAOs. This centralized email account is checked initially by 

the "Pre-triage team": three Tis who view incoming pieces of information. The pre

triage team flags any high risk issues for the triage team. The intake is then sent to 

the Triage team to complete the intake (i.e., assign a risk level), and either close it or 

assign it to the SAO. It usually takes 15 to 20 minutes to take an in-depth look at an 

intake. The pre-triage team has existed since the fall of 2016, predating the 

centralized email account. Tis rotate through the pre-triage role, which can be quite 

taxing due to the large amount of information received and viewed. 

31 . Since October 2016, INFOline intakes and other complaints are assigned randomly 

to the Tis based on which Tl is next on the list, except in the case of a repeat 

complainant where a Tl has spoken to that caller within the previous five business 

days. In such a case, the INFOline intake is assigned to the Tl who has spoken to the 

caller most recently. 

32. Prior to the adoption of the centralized email account in March 2018, when Tis were 

assigned to a particular SAO and were dealing with the homes every day, Tis would 

have a sense of which homes had compliance issues, which were not communicating 
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well, and which were not reporting. More frequent contact with the same homes made 

it easier than it is now to gain a sense of the homes. Tis often noticed trends relating 

to residents, but did not have an ability to track trends relating to staff. The resident's 

name would be noted in the tracker, an Excel spreadsheet that CIATT used to 

manually track all information about intakes. Tis would also use a second Excel 

spreadsheet called "homes case notes" into which both CIA TT and the SAO could 

manually input information. The launch of an automated intake module in 2014 made 

tracking of trends relating to residents easier. However, the intake module does not 

track staff names. While I am unsure whether all trends were noted in "homes case 

notes" before they were automatically tracked in the intake module, a Tl who noticed 

a trend may have increased the risk level for that intake as a result. When I was 

assigned to the London SAO and familiar with most homes in that area, I might have 

noticed if a home with a large number of beds issued its first report late in the year. In 

such a case, I may have pointed out to the SAO that this was the first report being 

received that year, thereby suggesting potential under-reporting. 

33. Since October 2016, Tis are required - and trained - to assess all low level risk 

intakes for trends. CIA TT now observes trends on a daily basis. The most commonly 

observed trends include: resident-to-resident abuse, disease outbreak, missing 

narcotics, and equipment failure (e.g., heat issues, broken elevators). Trends can be 

reviewed for care issues, in which only the resident's history is reviewed, or 

operational issues, where the home's history is reviewed. When a trend is identified 

(meaning three incidents within six months), the risk level for that intake will be 

upgraded from a level 1 or 2 to a level 3. All intake numbers relating to the trend will 
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be listed in the subject line of the intake to flag the trend for the Inspection Manager 

of the SAO. 

34. There is currently no ability to track trends pertaining to staff members. While staff 

members may move between homes, tracking issues by staff member could become 

complex if two staff members had the same name. The SAO will make any necessary 

further inquiries of the home to determine whether there is repeated non-compliance 

caused by a staff member. It is my understanding that the SAO Inspectors are the 

ones going into the home and collecting the relevant information, e.g. , employee 

records, that would allow them to make a determination of whether a certain staff 

member is responsible for non-compliances. In the case of medication errors, as they 

are considered operational issues within the homes, there may not be a need for the 

MHL TC to specifically track issues by staff member. However, if there are several low 

risk intakes involving medication errors, they may be captured as part of a trend. 

35. In the early years at CIATT, when the LTCHA was still relatively new, Directors of 

Care (DOCs) would call CIATT regularly, seeking advice on a range of issues, 

including when they could discharge a resident; what constituted resident-to-resident 

abuse; and what constituted a reportable injury. In my role as a Tl, I would spend a 

lot of time on the phone speaking to complainants and DOCs, and sometimes 

Administrators or Assistant Directors of Care. There would also be questions about 

requirements in the legislation. In those cases, I would point to the definitions in the 

legislation. I would also provide some general guidance about how to read legislation 

(e.g., the difference between "may" and "shall"). While I would not have directed the 
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homes to a specific resource to assist in interpreting legislation, I may have suggested 

they seek independent legal advice. If complainants had questions about 

requirements in the legislation, I would typically refer them to the Advocacy Centre for 

the Elderly (ACE) and/or suggest they seek independent legal advice. 

TIMELINES FOR PROCESSING INTAKES AND COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN CIATT AND THE SAOS 

36. For Cls with a risk Level 3+, we aim to triage the intake within one to two business 

days. Cls assigned a risk Level 4 are generally triaged within one business day. For 

other risk levels, the goal is to have the intake triaged within ten days. I am not sure 

how often CIA TT is meeting the ten-day goal, but we are now tracking this as part of 

the audits. These timelines are new as of spring 2017. 

37. When processing complaint intakes, a Tl must call the complainant within two 

business days of receipt of the complaint, and there must be two more follow up calls 

within five business days. This is the Ontario Public Service (OPS) standard. Since 

the CIA TT policy changes in Oct 2016, there has been more focus on the OPS 

standard. If a Tl makes the follow-up calls and does not receive a call back and the 

risk level is a 1 or 2, or they believe based on the information provided that the matter 

does not fall within the scope of the L TCHA or Regulation as a possible non

compliance, the Tl would close the intake or refer the caller to an appropriate agency. 

However, if the Tl does not receive a call-back but determines the complaint involves 

possible non-compliance and is a risk level 3, 3+ or 4, the Tl will still assign a risk level 

and process the intake. The Tl does not inform the complainant whether an inspection 

or an inquiry will be initiated, or of the timeframe for inspection. However, we inform 
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complainants as to whether their complaints are closed and for the ones that are 

assigned for inquiry or inspection, that their complaint will be passed on to the SAO 

and that their concerns are prioritized by risk with a view to ensuring safety of the 

resident( s ). 

38. If a Tl has a possible Level 3+ or 4 intake where more information is needed, the Tl 

would place a call to the home to determine risk level and to assist in completing the 

intake. If more information is unable to be obtained, the Tl would then call the SAO to 

consult with an IM(s) to determine if the intake should be assigned. 

39.A home is required pursuant to the Regulation to make a report to the Director for 

particularized incidents (Cls) within defined timeframes. On receipt of the report, 

CIA TT may require more information from the home with respect to the reported 

incidents. When a Tl requests additional information from the home that may be 

missing in the report, this is an informal information gathering process. Unlike an 

inquiry under the L TCHA or Regulation, a Tl does not need to develop a written inquiry 

plan when requesting additional information from the home. If a home takes longer 

than required under the Regulation to provide the information required in the report, 

this could amount to possible non-compliance regarding a failure to complete the Cl 

report within the required timeframe and it would be sent on to the SAO as such. 

40. When triaging an issue to the SAO as an inspection or an inquiry, the Tl indicates the 

possible areas of non-compliance on the intake form. The SAOs receive an "End of 

Day Report" by email listing all intakes that have been triaged. Prior to 2016, the "End 
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of Day Report" was a template form which Tis would complete manually and email to 

the SAO ITLs and managers. 

41. If new information comes in after intakes are triaged and sent to the SAO, the Tl does 

a quick scan to see if the new information changes the risk level. As the intake form 

cannot be modified once its status is "in progress," the Tl would have to email the 

Inspector to tell him or her that there had been an amendment to the Cl by the home 

and whether the risk level had changed. 

42. CIA TT receives a large volume of calls from complainants calling for an update. If the 

intake is beyond the inspection timeframe, the Tl will email the SAO to let them know 

that there was a request for a follow up and that they need to contact the complainant. 

AUDITING OF INTAKES 

43. CIA TT began to audit all intakes, both intakes assigned to an SAO and closed intakes, 

in December 2017. The main purpose of the auditing process is to confirm the closing 

rationale and to confirm the rationale for assigning to the SAO (risk level and area of 

possible non-compliance), as applicable. I am responsible for these audits. To 

conduct my audit, I look at 5% of all intakes. Although I may note any CIA TT staff 

performance issues in the course of my auditing work, I do not address those issues 

with the Tis. The CIA TT manager, Lorene Ross, is responsible for staff performance 

issues. 

44. Between January and July 2018, 68% of intakes received at CIA TT were closed and 

not sent on to the SAO for action. 
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THOUGHTS CONCERNING THE TRIAGING OF PARTICULAR ISSUES AND SPECIFIC CRITICAL 

INCIDENT REPORTS 

(A) GENERAL VIEWS ON THE PARTICULAR TYPES OF INTAKES 

45. The most common Cl reports received by the MHL TC involve reports of resident-to-

resident abuse, and falls. 

46. When CIA TT receives a report of resident-to-staff abuse, these are typically closed 

as that is not a reportable issue under the L TCHA or its Regulation. Given Tl 

workloads, it is unlikely they would look into a non-reportable issue under the Act, 

although the intake would still be reviewed to determine whether it disclosed any other 

reportable issue. 

4 7. CIA TT typically receives four or more Cl reports of sudden and expected death a 

week. When CIA TT receives a Cl for a sudden or unexpected death, Tis will ask the 

home to provid_e the primary and the secondary cause of death (e.g., if the resident 

died from choking, why did she choke?). Whether a death is sudden and unexpected, 

which is not defined in the legislation, can be difficult to determine when someone 

dies from natural causes. I have had discussions with Inspectors, Tis, and with the 

homes about th is issue. Some say that if a resident dies of comorbidities, that death 

was expected, while others say that such a death would be unexpected unless the 

resid~nt was palliative. 
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(B) MISSING NARCOTICS - Cl REPORTS FROM CARESSANT CARE WOODSTOCK (CCW) AND 

MEADOW PARK LONDON (MP) 

48. The following three Cl Reports all involved different reports of missing narcotics either 

at CCW or MP. In two cases, the intakes were not triaged for inspection; in the third it 

was. Attached as Exhibit "B" to my affidavit are copies of these three Cls 

[L TCI00059007; L TCI00058984; L TCI00039392] which I have reviewed. I was not 

responsible for processing these intakes. 

49. The first Cl Report was from CCW and involved a report of a missing narcotic card of 

31 tablets of hydromorphone, which CCW's pharmacy consultant discovered was not 

in the medication destruction box, although it was supposed to be. The Report states 

that the resident for whom the medication was intended was unaffected, and that the 

narcotic disposal box was replaced with a newer, more secure model. It notes that 

CCW had obtained approval for a hidden security camera. The Tl, who was not me, 

had assigned this a risk level 2 and indicated: "No action required at this time". 

50. Based on my review, I would have assigned the intake as a Level 3 because, although 

there was no indication that the resident was at risk of not receiving their medication, 

it is a large amount of missing narcotics and the risk level should reflect that. I would 

not have been comfortable closing the intake without more information from the home. 

51. The second Cl report was also from CCW. This report involved one capsule of Kadian 

SR, 10 mg, which was discovered to be missing during the narcotic count by two RNs 

between shifts. The report notes that one of the home's RNs (EW) believed that she 

had given an extra dose to a resident in error for which she received a one-day 
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suspension. The report indicates that the resident was unaffected. The home sent a 

memo to all staff indicating that they were to initial the bubble of each medication that 

they popped out of a medication card. A risk level 2 was assigned with a note 

indicating: "No action required". 

52. Based on my review and information provided to me, I do not believe that I would 

have handled this intake differently. It is not unheard of to misplace small pills in a 

medication cart, and blister packs are not very secure. Also, there was no injury or 

apparent risk to the resident. 

53. The third Cl Report was from MP and involved an incident where a Hydromorphone, 

1 mg card was ordered for a resident but apparently not received even though 

pharmacy, shipping, and the driver all reported that it was. The report notes that the 

resident received appropriate doses of medication despite the lost card . It was 

assigned a risk level of 2 with the notation that an inspection was required. Had I been 

responsible for triaging this intake, I would have triaged this as a level 3 based on the 

amount of narcotics missing, i.e., a whole card of Hydromorphone. 

54. In my view, generally speaking, a Cl report of missing narcotics may not raise a 

concern about addictions among staff members, or of staff potentially being unable to 

provide safe treatment for residents. In my experience, it is more common to hear of 

staff to stealing narcotics for sale rather than for personal consumption on the job. It 

would be incredibly difficult to be intoxicated at work and get away with it; if a staff 

member were intoxicated at work, other staff members should notice and the home 

should report some sort of unlawful conduct or improper care. Some staff members 
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may have addiction issues, but due to the complexity of the work, I do not believe that 

one could sustain work in a L TC home for a long period of time if intoxicated on the 

job. 

(C) RESIDENT-TO-STAFF ABUSE 

55. This Cl Report from CCW in April 2013 was depicted as an incident of resident-to

staff abuse in which EW was the staff member. According to the Report, after EW told 

a resident (OW) that his comments toward another resident were bullying and rude, 

OW uttered threats of physical harm to EW. OW attended at Helen Crombez's office 

and told Helen Crombez that he did not want EW giving him medication again and 

that he did not trust EW to give him the correct medication. He said that if EW came 

near him again, he would kick her and punch her in the teeth, he would kill her, etc. 

There is no risk to residents identified in the report. Attached as Exhibit "C" to my 

affidavit is a copy of this Critical Incident Report [L TCI00043113]. I have reviewed the 

Cl report. 

56. Although I was not responsible for triaging this intake, I would say that this situation 

is typical of some of the interactions between residents and staff in L TC. Personalities 

in L TC do not always mesh. Also, sometimes the wrong medication is administered. 

Perhaps the resident once received a wrong medication and is now untrusting of that 

staff member. I might have asked whether there was a previous incident of the 

resident not receiving the correct medication. I also might have looked into whether 

the resident had dementia/or delirium, as paranoia is a symptom of some types of 

dementia. I may have asked for the resident's Cognitive Performance Scale (CPS) 
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score, generated as part of the RAl-MDS assessment, to understand the resident's 

cognition, and I may have asked if the home had had issues with EW not giving this 

resident the correct medication. Resident-to-staff abuse is not reportable under the 

L TCHA or the Regulation so I would not have triaged this for an inspection based on 

the information provided within the Cl. I would have closed this intake based on how 

it was reported, but if I received additional information, as per my inquiries noted 

above, then my actions may have been different. 

(0) RESIDENT-TO-RESIDENT ABUSE 

57. The following five Cl Reports from Telfer Place (TP) all involved reports of resident

to-resident abuse where the victim was the same resident, G.B. The five reports came 

in during 2013 and 2014. While I was not responsible for triaging any of these intakes, 

I have reviewed them in order to give my perspective on the factors that Tis consider 

during the triage process. Attached as Exhibit "D" to my affidavit are the five Cl 

Reports received from TP in 2013 and 2014 [L TCI00048169; L TCI00048170; 

L TCI00048163; L TCI00048164; L TCI00048165]. 

58. The first Cl report was filed on May 21, 2013. According to the report, in this incident, 

resident P.M. hit resident G.B. in the mouth with his fist. P.M. and G.B. were 

roommates in a four-bed ward room, and both had cognitive impairment. After the 

incident, the residents had a room change and G.B. was very happy to have a private 

room. P.M. did not recall the events clearly and was less agitated. P.M.'s sibling spoke 

to P.M. about not resorting to violence. The report indicates that there was continued 

observation of the residents and there were plans for educating staff with respect to 
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managing responsive/protective behaviours. The Tl who reviewed the intake wrote in 

the case note: "Cl reviewed and no further action required at this time." 

59.1 was not responsible for triaging this intake. It does not appear that this was triaged 

by a CIATT Tl, but it may have been triaged by a Duty Inspector from the SAO helping 

out CIA TT at that time. Had I been the one to triage this, I would have probably asked 

about the residents' Aggressive Behaviour Scale (ABS) and CPS scores, the behavior 

history and interventions by the home within the last quarter. The injury was at a lower 

level, indicative of Level 2, and thus I wouldn't have been able to close the intake until 

more information was gathered. 

60. The second Cl Report recorded another incident of resident-on-resident abuse 

involving G.B. which took place on July 31 , 2013. According to the report, resident 

P.M. was found by a PSW on top of resident G.B., who was in a wheelchair. P.M. had 

both hands around G.B.'s neck, trying to choke G.B. When the PSW yelled for help, 

P.M. was startled and let go. G.B.'s neck was reddened, and he had a small bleeding 

scratch on the side of the neck, but no other apparent injuries. G.B. was offered the 

comfort suite but declined . P.M. agreed to go. The report advised that P.M. was 

assigned 1 :1 staffing and that, the next day, G.B. agreed to relocate to the comfort 

suite. The Tl asked the home for the residents' history of responsive behaviours, and 

the interventions that the home has implemented to prevent recurrences. There is no 

indication of how the intake was ultimately triaged. 

61. The Tl asked the home the questions that I would have asked. The fact that there is 

no indication of what happened to this intake reflects the manual nature of the intake 
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system that CIA TT had at that time. I suspect that the information from the home may 

have been received and the intake closed but I cannot know for sure. I have checked 

all of CIA TT's records and I cannot locate any documentation or information about his 

this intake was triaged. 

62. The next Cl Report received from TP regarding resident-on-resident abuse involving 

G.B. was from January 3, 2014. According to the report, on that date G.B. was heard 

yelling. Staff found G.B.'s roommate J.P. trying to choke G.B. in the washroom. The 

report indicates that G.B. has brain atrophy and reduced tolerance for others who are 

in the washroom when G.B. wants to use it. G.B. can provoke others. Staff observed 

a red area on G.B.'s neck. Although G.B. reported being able to taste blood, they 

found no evidence of bleeding. Shortly after the incident, J.P. was unaware of 

occurrence. The report indicates that the residents were monitored hourly. The Tl 

assigned this a risk level 3, but the notes show that the inspection was withdrawn and 

the intake closed. 

63. Had I been responsible for triaging this intake, I would not have assigned it as a Level 

3. If I had triaged it, I would have requested an amendment regarding the history of 

interactions between the tWo residents, and I would have expected the home to have 

noted in their answer that this was the third incident with G.B. within six months. With 

that knowledge, I might have considered the type of intervention taken by the home 

and, as there was no injury to the resident, I might have assigned the intake as a Level 

2 inspection. 
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64. The fourth Cl Report from TP involving the same residents was from March 18, 2014. 

According to that report, a PSW heard resident G.B. yelling. Upon entering G.B.'s 

room, she found roommate J.P. with his hands around G.B.'s throat and G.B.'s 

wheelchair tipped back on its anti-tippers. The PSW was able to get J.P. to let go. 

G.B. yelled at the PSW to let G.B. go. When she did, G.B. tipped backwards and did 

a backwards somersault onto the floor. G.B. was very angry and refused assistance 

and moved, without assistance, from the floor into bed. G.B. suffered 

abrasions/reddened areas. The report indicated that the home had increased 

observation of the residents. The Tl assigned this as a Level 3 risk. 

65. This intake was put through as a Level 3 and would have gone to the SAO for an 

inspection. I would have triaged this Cl in the same manner had I been the one 

responsible for triaging it. 

66. The final Cl Report involving these same residents and resident-to-resident abuse 

from TP was from March 31, 2014/April 1, 2014. According to the report, residents 

were gathered in the sunroom for a musical entertainment program. There was an 

altercation between residents J.P. and G.B. in which J.P. grabbed G.B. around the 

neck and started to choke/shake G.B. J.P. tipped G.B. backward and out of G.B.'s 

wheelchair. No injuries were sustained. G.B. did not seem to demonstrate any anxiety 

or distress after the occurrence. J.P. was calm and did not recall the incident. The Tl 

assigned this a Risk Level 3 and no further action was required. 

67.Again, I was not responsible fortriaging this intake. From my perspective, since there 

were no physical injuries and no evidence of emotional or verbal abuse, this was not 
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a reportable incident; it did not fit the definitions of abuse contained in the Regulation. 

In deciding whether there has been abuse, the focus is on that particular resident, not, 

for example, other residents who observed the incident and may have been upset by 

it. To fit within the definitions of emotional abuse or verbal abuse in the Regulation, 

the perpetrator needs to understand and appreciate his/her actions. As Tis, we might 

read about incidents such as this, involving resident-to-resident abuse, multiple times 

a day. Choking attempts happen a lot in L TC. We have been directed not to assign 

issues that are reported by a home as a Cl if those issues are not reportable under 

the L TCHA and the Regulation unless the Cl contains additional information that could 

be reportable or identified as possible non-compliance with either the Regulation or 

the Act. Given this, I do not think that this intake should have been triaged to the SAO 

for inspection as an issue of abuse, but I would have reviewed the history and possibly 

assigned it as an inquiry in relation to the issue of altercations and interactions 

between residents pursuant to section 54 of the Regulation. I would have identified 

this as risk level 2 as there was no injury or emotional impact identified in the Cl. 
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CSC Intake Module (IM}: December 2016 
Risi< Levels & Definitions 

0 

@ 

Minimum Risk: A situation that has the potential for causing no more than minor negative 
Impact on the resident(s) and poses no/nominal threat of on-going risk of harm. An Inquiry 
within 90 business days is considered reasonable.• 

Minimal Harm or Potentlal for Actual Harm: A situation that results in minimal 
discomfort to the resident and/or has the potential (not yet realized) to negatively alfect the 
resident's ability to achieve his I her highest functional status and poses minimal threat of on
going risk of harm. An inquiry within 90 business days Is considered reasonable. 

A trend is a pattern or repetition of the same type of incident/issue that has occurred three times in a six 
month period. If there is a trend associated with any low risk (level 1 and 2) concerns, 

• 
@+ 

0 

the inquiry will be changed to an Inspection with a risk level 3 or higher. 

Actual Harm/Risk: A situation that results In an outcome that has negatively affected one or 
more resident's health, safety or well-being including the resident's ability to achieve his/ her 
highest practical functional status, or where there is a pattern of Incidents contributing to the 
harm/risk. This may include a situation involving actual harm/risk where action was taken by 
the licensee/LTCH staff to minimize the risk or prevent the situation from recurring or 
escalating. An Inspection within 60 business days Is considered reasonable.• 

Significant Actual Harm/Risk: A situation that results In an outcome that had a serious 
negative impact on one or more residents' health, quality of life and/or safety, or that Is 
creating a serious risk of significant actual harm/risk related to one or more residents' health, 
quality of life and/or safety. An inspection within 30 business days is required. The situation 
does not require an "Immediate Inspection" as outlined ins. 25(2) of the LTCHA. 

Immediate Jeopardy/ Risk: A situation that places a resident or group of residents In 
immediate jeopardy as It has caused serious injury, harm, Impairment, or death to a resident 
receiving care in the LTCH. This also includes a situation that is highly likely to place a resident 
or a group of residents in immediate jeopardy where it would cause serious Injury, harm, 
Impairment or death and the licensee is not taking Immediate action to appropriately rectify 
the Issue or has failed to Intervene to prevent the situation from unfolding. This level Includes 
situations that require an Immediate visit to the LTCH. • 

An "immediate Inspection" (as per the LTCHA s. 25(2)) Is required for the following that 
resulted In serious harm or a risk of serious harm to the resident: 

Improper or incompetent treatment or care of a resident 
• Abuse of a resident by anyone, or neglect of a resident by the licensee or staff 
• Unlawful conduct, and 
• A violation of section 26 (whistle-blowing protection). 

*Note: It moy be necessary to substitute 'resident' with 'operotlons of the home' as applicable 

CIATT - Overall Inspection Policy Changes Job Aid 

© Within 5 business days PRIOR to conducting the 
Inspection 

Verify & revlae 
Intake Information 

Provide reaulte of 
the Inquiry 

Verify & r1vl11 
lnteke lnfonnatlon 

Hlghl1v1I 
converaaflon 

CIATT will document all contact attempts in Complainant 
Information I Notes (IM), then conversation details go in the 
General Comments. 

SAO will document all contact attempts in Complainant Information 
I Notes (IM), then conversation details will go in the Inquiry Notes 
(Inquiry), General Comments (Inspection). 

When closing an Intake, notes are added in the Closlng Comments. 

December 2016 Page 1of1 
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f~> Ministry of Health and Long Term Care 

j.;-/r Ontario CRITICAL INCIDENT REPORT 

2636-000011-13 

CARESSANT CARE WOODSTOCK NURSING HOM E 
81 FYFE AVENUE 
WOODSTOCK 

Mandatory/Critical Incident Description 
A rea/location of Unusual Occurrence: 

Other (please specify) 

Please specify (Area/Location) 

Med Room Section B 

Cl Date and Time 

16-Apr-2013 
17:10 

Date and Time Cl first 
Submitted to MOH 

16-Apr-2013 
17:19 

Please identify whether you are reporting a Mandatory Report or a Critical Incident: 

Critical Incident (0. Reg. 79/10, 2007] 

Which Critical Incident category best applies? 

Controlled Substance missing/unaccounted [107(3)(3)) 

Description of the incident, including events leading up to the incident 

25-0ct-2017 

G:OS PM 

Current Status 
CHANGED ON 
23-Apr-2013 

17:55 

AMENDED 

Previous Status 

AMENDED 

Today our Pharmacy Consultant, Candace Pink, reported to us that when she was in to destroy meds she found an individual 
narcotic card of 31 tablets of Hydromophone 1 mg. missing. It appears that the tablets were put in the medication destruction 
box by Lois Durbidge, R.N. and Jennifer Hague R.N.on March 21, 2013. 
Police have been called and an investigation will take place starting tomorrow morning possibly at 6:30 a.m. as the police advised 
us to call them in the morning to start the investigation when both of these staff members are working. 

Identifying information 
Resident(s) Involved 

Name of resident(s) INVOLVED in Unusual Occurrence {O} : c~=~~[=:~==i 

Date of admission of resident(s) (MM/DD/YYYY) {O}: 06/25/2012 

Date of birth of resident(s) (MMIDD/YYYY) {O} : 

Name of other person(s) PRESENT and/or DISCOVERED the Unusual Occurrence 

Other person(s) who were PRESENT {O}: Candace Pink, Pharmacy Consultant Medical Pharmacies 

Other person(s) who DISCOVERED {O}: 

Name of home staff RESPONDING to Unusual Occurrence 

Helen Crombez, Director of Nursing & Brenda Van Quaethem, Administrator 

CONFIDENTIAL - FOR INTERNAL USE ONLY 1 of 4 
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f'r= Ministry of Health and Long Term Care 

i? Ontario CRITICAL INCIDENT REPORT 

2636-000011-13 

CARESSANT CARE WOODSTOCK NURSING HOME 
81 FYFE AVENUE 
WOODSTOCK 

Actions taken 

Cl Date and Time 

16-Apr-2013 
17:10 

What care was given or act.ion taken as a result of the Unusual Occurrence? 

Investigation taking place. 

Date and Time Cl first 
Submitted to MOH 

16-Apr-2013 
17:19 

25..0ct-2017 

G:OS PM 

Current Status 
CHANGED ON 
23-Apr-2013 

17:55 

AMENDED 

Previous Status 

AMENDED 

Narcotic Disposal Box inspected by B. VanQuaethem and H. Crombez April 16/13 and found to have a gap where possiblly a 
medication card could be removed by sticking your hand in or using tongs. We showed C. Pink this and she has put in a request 
for equipment service to this box or a replacement for this box. Request is marked as "urgent". 
Constable Mcleod in this morning, April 17, 2013. He spoke with B. VanQuaethem and H. Crombez regarding the process of · 
medication disposal and examined the Narcotic Disposal Box. He interviewed both J. Hague and L Durbidge privately in the 
office. Occurrence# WP13003766. Constable Mcleod took a list of names of registered staff, RN and RPN, that work here and 
also a list of staff who worked night shift alone on this side of the building. He said he would run some names through their 
computer, looking at spouses, addresses, etc. He is involved in drug investigations in Woodstock and knows this medication is 
available on the street. He said he may work backwards and talk to people who deal in drugs and see what he can shake out. 

By whom? 

Helen Crombez, Director of Nursing 
Brenda Van Quaethem, Administrator 
Police 

Was physician called? 

No 

What other authorities were contacted about this Unusual Occurrence? 

Police 

What other additional authorities were contacted ? (e.g. First Nations Band Council, Veterans Affairs Canada, Ministry of 
Labour, etc.) 

Authority name {O} : 
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r~ Ministry of Health and Long Term Care 

~?Ontario CRITICAL INCIDENT REPORT 
--···-··-·-·~·-· .. ··--

2636-000011-13 

CARESSANT CARE WOODSTOCK NURSING HOME 
81 FYFE AVENUE 
WOODSTOCK 

For resident-related occurrences 

Cl Date and Time. 

16-Apr-2013 
17:10 

Date and Time Cl first 
Submitted to MOH 

16-Apr-2013 
17:19 

Were relative(s), friend(s), designated contact(s) and/or substitute decision maker(s) contacted? 

No 

If No, why not? 

Medication was discontinued and this incident has no effect on the resident. 

What is the outcome/current status of the individual(s) who was/were involved in this occurrence? 
The medication was fo~-·-·-·---E~S~·-·-·-··-·:There is no outcome as this did not affect her directly . ....... _____ .,. ____ ,_,_._.: 

Analysis and follow-up 

25-0ct-2017 

6:08 PM 

Current Status 
CHANGED ON 
23-Apr-2013 

17:55 

AMENDED 

Previous Status 

AMENDED 

What immediate actions have been taken to prevent recurrence? 

Investigation ongoing 
Narcotic Disposal Box was replaced with a newer, more secure model April 17/13. ltwas also screwed to the cement floor from 
inside the box to make stealing from it more difficult. 

What long-term actions are planned to correct this situation and prevent recurrence? 

Investigating at present 
Approval has been received from Head Office to install a hidden security camera as this was a suggestion made by the police 
officer. B. Van Quaethem has contacted A. LeBell, IT, regarding this. 

Name of person initiating report 

Brenda Van Quaethem 

Category of person initiating report 

Administrator 

CONFIDENTIAL - FOR INTERNAL USE ONLY 3 of 4 
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t
l"'r.= Ministry of Health and long Term Care 

? Ontario CRITICAL INCIDENT REPORT 

2636-000011-13 

CARESSANT CARE WOODSTOCK NURSING HOME 
81 FYFE AVENUE 
WOODSTOCK 

Date of report (MM/DD/YYYY) 

04/16/2013 

Cl Date and Time 

16-Apr-2013 
17:10 

Date and Time Cl first 
Submitted to MOH 

16-Apr-2013 
17:19 

Please check to confirm the Administrator or Designate has signed the original of this form 

Yes 

General Notes 

Most Recent Note: 04/18/2013 10:22 I Maria Jardine I Cl form reviewed 

Please keep the MOH updated. Thanks 

Case Notes 

25-0ct-2017 

6:08 PM 

Current Status 
CHANGED ON 
23-Apr-2013 

17:55 

AMENDED 

Previous Statu s 

AMENDED 

Most Recent Note : Assessed as per current process. Level of Risk 2. No action required at th is t ime. Approval has been 
received from Head Office to install a hidden security camera as this was a suggestion made by the police 
officer. B. Van Quaethem has contacted A . LeBell, IT, regarding this. MJ 

Assessed as per current process. Level of Risk 2. No action required at this time. MJ 
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t(''r:> Ministry of Health and Long Term Care 

r Ontario CRITICAL INCIDENT REPORT 
25-0ct-2017 

6:10 PM 

------------- -------------
2636-000006-13 

CARESSANT CARE WOODSTOCK NURSING HOME 
81 FYFE AVENUE 
WOODSTOCK 

Mandatory/Critical Incident Description 
Area/Location of Unusual Occurrence: 

Other (please specify) 

Please specify (Area/Location) 

Medication Room in Section B 

Cl Date and Time 

14-Mar-2013 
23:30 

Date and Time Cl first 
Submitted to MOH 

15-Mar-2013 
15:11 

Please identify whether you are reporting a Mandatory Report or a Critical Incident: 

Critical Incident [O. Reg. 79/10, 2007] 

Which Critical Incident category best applies? 

Controlled Substance missing/unaccounted (107(3)(3)] 

Description of the incident, including events leading up to the incident 

Current Status 
CHANGED ON 
28-Mar-2013 

16:13 

AMENDED 

Previous Status 

SUBMITTED 

During narcotic count by two RNs at shift change between evening shift and night shift it was noted that 1 capsule of Kadian SR 
10 mg was missing. The narcotic count between day and evening shift earlier in the day was correct. It is possible that resident 
may have received a double dose as B. Wettlaufer, RN reported that bin was searched and capsule could not be found. 

Identifying information 
Resident{s) Involved 
Name of resident(s) INVOLVED in Unusual Occurrence {O}: [-·--·--·M.S.-----·i ..... _____ __ __...; 

Date of admission of resident(s) (MM/DD/YYYY) {O}: 05/23/2012 

Date of birth of resident(s) (MM/DD/YYYY) {O}: -

Name of Staff who were PRESENT and/or DISCOVERED the Unusual Occurrence 

Staff who were PRESENT {O} : Bethe Wettlaufer, RN 

Staff who were PRESENT {1} : 

Staff who DISCOVERED {O} : Bethe Wettlaufer, RN 

Staff who DISCOVERED {1} : Lois Durbidge, RN 

Name of home staff RESPONDING to Unusual Occurrence 

B . Wettlaufer, RN and L. Durbidge, RN 
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f~ Ministry of Health and Long Term Care 

i,,? Ontario CRITICAL INCIDENT REPORT 
-· ---·--·---- ----·-·---- ·- -----··-------.-... -....... -.. ---
2636-000006-13 

CARESSANT CARE WOODSTOCK NURSING HOME 
81 FYFEAVENUE 
WOODSTOCK 

Actions taken 

Cl Date and Time 

14-Mar-2013 
23:30 

What care was given or action taken as a result of the Unusual Occurrence? 

Date and Time Cl first 
Submitted to MOH 

15-Mar-2013 
15:11 

25-0ct-2017 

6:10 PM 

Current Status 
CHANGED ON 
28-Mar-2013 

16:13 

AMENDED 

Previous Status 

SUBMITTED 

B. Wettlafer, RN notified the manager on call at 00 :36, which was myself, H. Crombez. RN stated that there was a delay in 
reporting as they searched the lower drawer/bin for the capsule but could not find it. H. Crombez asked that Police Departemnt 
be notified and investigate which was done. Cst. Randy Rudy came to the nursing home and interviewed both B. Wettlaufer and 
L. Durbidge, Incident# WP13002571. ____ _ 
Resident was assessed at 00:50 by b. Wettlaufer, RN due to possiblity she may have received an extra dose of Kadian. l M was 
easily roused, was alert and conversant. Temperature 36.1 ,_pulse 70, respirations 18, blood pressure 116172. ·-~ 
Resident monitored through the night by L. Durbidge, RN.f" M·-islept her normal sleep pattern, roused to verbal stimuli when 
checked.r··-M-··:was appropriate during toiletting rounds anaupin her chair conversing this morning. 
r·-M·-·-~s her.usu.al self today. Vital signs stable as reported by N. Lim, RN 
l-.--... 

By whom? 

As above. 

Was physician called? 

Yes 

Date and Time physician called (MM/DD/YYYY HH :MM) 

03/15/201314:00 

Name of physician 

Dr. George 

Physician's action 

Order received to notify him if there is a change in her condition. 

What other authorities were contacted about this Unusual Occurrence? 

Police 

What other additional authorities were contacted ? (e.g. First Nations Band Council , Veterans Affairs Canada. Ministry of 
Labour. etc.) 

Authority name {O} : 

For resident-related occurrences 
Were relative(s), friend(s), designated contact(s) and/or substitute decision maker(s) contacted? 

Yes 

If YES, provide name of relative(s), friend(s), designated contact(s) and/or substitute decision maker{s) contacted 
Name {O} : r··--R-:5. .. _:] POA for Care 

What is the outcome/current status of the individual(s) who was/were involved in this occurrence? 

i M.S. i is her usual self. No adverse effects noted . ..... _ .. ,_ .. 
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t
r"~> Ministry of Health and Long Term Care 

f. Ontario CRITICAL INCIDENT REPORT 

2636-000006-13 

CARESSANT CARE WOODSTOCK NURSING HOME 
81 FYFE AVENUE 
WOODSTOCK 

Analysis and follow-up 

Cl Date and Time 

14-Mar-2013 
23:30 

What immediate actions have been taken to prevent recurrence? 

Date and Time Cl first 
Submitted to MOH 

15-Mar-2013 
15:11 

25-0ct-2017 

6:10 PM 

Current Status 
CHANGED ON 
28-Mar-2013 

16:13 

AMENDED 

Previous Status 

SUBMITTED 

Memo to all reg istered staff that starting immediately they are to initial the bubble of each medication that they pop out of 
medication card. This step is in addition to their regular charting, recording and counting of narcotics an controlled substances. 
Incident is being investigated and s taff are bei!Jg interviewed. 
Incident was investigated. B. Wettlaufer felt that she may have given the medication earlier as resident complained of a severe 
headache at suppertime. She feels she may have g iven it again at bedtime. She made medication errors in giving medication 
earlier than allowed and not charting at the time of administration. She received a one-day suspension as we do progressive 
discipline. 

What long-term actions are planned to correct this situation and prevent recurrence? 

On going education regarding medication administration, following protocols for narcotics and prompt reporting of 
discrepencies. 

Name of person initiating report 

Helen Crombez 

Category of person initiating report 

Director of Care (DOC) 

Date of report (MM/DD/YYYY) 

03/1512013 

Please check to confirm the Administrator or Designate has signed the original of this form 

Yes 

General Notes 

Most Recent Note : 03/28/2013 04:051 Maria Jardine I Cl form reviewed 

Please amend the Cl to reflect the result of the internal investigation. Thanks 

Case Notes 

Most Recent Note : Assessed as per current process. Level of Risk 2. NO action required. MJ 

Assessed as per current process. Level of Risk 2. NO action required. MJ 
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~ Ministry of H~1i:mn and Lqng Term Care 

v Ontario CRITICAL INCIDENT REPORT 
-·····-··- •••••··-·· •••'.·--···•'<- .. ·v-·•••·•-:~'.,.-;-''-,.-•~-·-----····--·-··-'"';-;-·----;--- ;-~···"': 

2643 .. 000013-14 . . . 

MEADOW PARK NURSING· H0~1E (LONDON} 
1210 SOUTHDAL.:E ROAD EAST . . 
LONDON 

I Mandatory/Critical Incident Description 
Area/Location of Unusual 0 .ccurrence-: 

Other (p!E)ase specify) . 

Please specify (Area/Locatiori) 

missln~ Narcotic medi'cat'ion investigati'oh 

.c1 Oat~ a~d nme 

·: 2.~act-2014 
11:00 

/ 

29.·0ct-2014 

10:.53 AM 

... .. --i~ -.... c-c~-r~~i~~~~-: :: .. 
Date <ind Time Cffi'rsi 17-0ct-2014 

Submitted% MOH 10;27 

,2.;0ct-2014 . ··AM.ENDED . 
19:00 

Previow;·status 

SUBMITTED 

Please identify whether you are reporting a Manoa'fory Report or a ·critical ·incident: 
Mandatory Report [L TCHA, 2007] 

Which ivlandatorf Repo.rt category best applies? 

Other Mandatory Report -:· 

Descriplion of the incident,. including. events leading up t9 the incident 

". .. 

On October 2, 2·014 lt was b~ought to OoDQCs ·attentiQn that Hydromoi'phone 1 mg· card ·v.1as· ~rde°f~d fo·f.-resident o:G. :on 
Sepf~mi:?er ·26, ·2014< Medication W'as not received. Jmiestigation i:onduc~d by·Coo'OC, In consuitatlon with F:llarmacistT.A and 
Pharmacy. Liason T,S .•. · Shipping repo.i:ts;· _Delivery Driver report .i'!ntj :orug r~corfj book· alJ'.confirmed that medication Ordered 
Sept~mber 26, 2.014 and d~l.ivered. September 26, 2_014. Driver's Jog_ book confirmed thafRPN S.B: received 3 wliiWl:)ags of . 
narcotics and 1 brown ·bag·ot regular medication - 4 bags in total. Further lnvestigatiqn notep_ th0a~ all medjcatiO!lS'.were 
.delive red, received, signed a·rid'accounted for except for th!' _Hydromorphone HCL 1 m·g in question.:CoDOC info'rme-0 
Admi'niSti:ator ~.Y:. Pirec~or of Care 1-i.t:J. and Police (:Constal:M D.W.)(lncidnet #14110166} foH.ce came antj ijt~t With 
.Admin.istrator, DOC, GoOOC and Pharmacist Took stltements, and copies of all ~ocu~ents related to investigation. Als.o · . . 
Clocumentel:l Registered staff's names, dates 0,f birth.and phone numbers· that work September 26. 2014 both ev·eQjng ~np_ )light: .:: . 
Shi~. . ... ... . .. .. . . .. . . 

Other Mandatory Report (please specify) 

H Identifying information 
Resident(s) Involved 

'" . ~ i ... 

Name ofresidei1t(s) INVOLVED !n Unusual Occu~rence: 1···-·-·5·_-G~·-·--·-i 
. ' . . ' . . . ' ' ... . ' . \.---·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·--·-' 

N_ame of resident(s) INVO.LVED _in Uri~s.t.i_al ·occurrence: 

Resident(s) Involved 

Date-of a.di~Ts~lon o'.f resident(s} (MMIDDIYYv'\'); · · 0:4Ao12014 
Date of aciifiisslon ofresid~·~~(s} {M~1i~p!~YvY): .... 

,,,,.,.,....,...., ........... _...,.,_....., ..... ,._.,,..........,,_,,,.,,,,_.,,.,.,,,....,,.,....,,.,...,,..,..,.,,,..,'<,,,.,_,,.,.,.,_,.,...,,,,,.,.,,,..,..,,.,,w,-,.,,. . .,,-,,.., • ...,,,.., .. , • ..,._.,.,.,.,v...,.-.. ..,,,..,._.,,,.,,.;..,.,,. ,.,u·· · · "'"'' ··'""'••'••_,••~•'°'•'"'-o--~----··""~· ~ . .,..._~,~ .. ..,.,.~-.. ,;~...,._ .. ,;..,....,.._....,,.,..,.....,....,,.,..,.,_,.,,,,.,,...,..__,_,..,_.,._N"•"'..,.,,_, '".-.-..,'W,w.wv"w"".v.' '''""'•'·~"'y,"' . . . . ' . .. '' ' 
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r:: Ministry of Hear, .. and Long Term Care v ::>Ontario CRITICAL INCIDENT REPORT 
---·-·- .. --.-,--,,.--------- - - ·--:-- ---·..---.. --...... ______ ..... :-'7". 

2643"~00001 3-14 
. . - . 

MEADOW PARK NURSING HOME (LONDON) 
1210 SOUTHDALE ROAD EAST .: · . .· 
LONDON . . 

. Cl Date and Time ··: .. : 

· 2-0ct-2014 
. :· 11:.00 

Resident(s} Involved 

Date of birth of resident(sJ (MMIDOl'i'YYY): - · -/ 

Date of: birth of res!dent(s) '(MM/D[WYYY}: 

Date and Time Cl first · · . 
_ ~ubmitted to MOH 

· · :'.:2~0.ct-2014 
19:.oo . 

Name of Staff who were PRESENT andior DISCOVERED the Unusual Occurrence 

Staff who were P~ESENT: Julie Noor~n RP-N . , .•. :. -·· 

Name of Staff who were PRESENT and/or DISCOVERED the Unusual :Occurrence 

Staff who DISCOVEREf:>,:_,: Metai!i_e .~mith Co DOC 

Name of other pe'rso0(~} PRESEl\iT and/or DISCOVERED the Unus.ual Occu.rrence 

Othei person(s) who were PRESEN1'.: }<lnya Adams - Pham1aclst 

Name o·f other person(s} PRESENT and/or DISCOVERED the Unusual Occur~ence 

29-0cl-2014 

10:53AM 

current status 
CHAN.GED ON 
17-0ct-2014 

. : '10:27 . 

"AMEND.ED 

Previous ~tatus 

SUBMITTED 

.... 
... ,. 

Other per~on(s) who DISCOVERED' Terri Skel~ing Snet'I -Pharm_acy Li~s:o11: . ..... .·.'; ... ; 

Name of home staff RESPONDING to Unusual Occurrence 

Heather Nicholas DOC, Mel~nle $JT!l~ ~oDOC 

Ill Actions taken 
What cate was given or ac1jon taken as a result of the ·unusual Occurrence? 

••• ·'·••• . I 

No affect to t~sident. = ·R~si.deiit :r.~celved -proper doses of medication. ' lnvestigatfon was ccfr1ducted as to the location ·_~f the 
dispensed card in 'quest ion·.- Police were phoned .and met w ith ~~h ior team. Police invos tig_atiQ.ri' initiated .· Occurre& e -p 14. : 
110166 Called police to see wh.at 'has been d.-One thus far .Ocl:obe'r 10 and Ocfober 17 2014 police·are still investigatio:g and have 
not. rep_orted b~cR.to: ho'me as .of yet. Medication in quEistiqn· ~asn't been found. ... :: . ·:·. " : ' · :. " .:: : .. ·: ·· · · .. . . ····· . ' ' . . .... "' . ' .. . . . . 

By whom? 

Adfninistrator R..V., Director of Care: H:i(~o Director o·f Care M.S,_ l?harmacist tA. {ass ist ing) · 

Was physic ian called? 

Yes 

Date and Time physi.cian called (MM/DD/YYYY HH:MM)_ 

10/-0212014 13:00 . 
.......... h •• 

CONFIDENTIA L.- FOR INTERNAL USE ONLY "::: · '.' 
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I");-,, Ministry of HeL.11 and Long Term Care 
t~ v· Ontario CRITICAL INCIDENT REPORT 

- -·-· .... ___ --·· , ..... - ···-...... •·•. ·-·.---· -· ··-·-·-·--·------------·-,..------· -·-··-·--------·-·--·-----·-·-:-~--------··--·---·--·-·-... --... .......... -.... ,_ ... 

2643-(lOOO ~ .~-14 

MEADOW PARK NURSING HOME (LONDON)" 
1210 SOUTHDALE ROAD EAST . .' . 
LONDON 

Name of physician 

Dr. Payne 

Physician's a·ction 

No action required from Physician at this time 

Cl Date anci Time 

2-0ct-2014 
11 :00 

What other authorities were contaeted about this Unusual Occurrence? 

Police 

Date and Time Cl first 
Submitted to MOH 

2-0ct-2014 
19·:00 

29-0ct-2014 

10:53 AM 

Current Status 
CHANGED ON . . . 
17-0ct-2014 

10:27 

AMENDED . 

Previous Status 

su:eMITTED 

What othe; additional authorities were contacted? (e.g . First Nations Band Council, Veterans Affairs Canada, Ministry of 
Labour, etc.) 

Authority .. name: Pharmacy- C(assiC c'a_re, Gorporale OffiCe. 

For res.ident~related occurreoce'S 
Were relative(s), friend(s.), designated contact~s) and/or .s.ubstituta decision rnaker(s) contacted? 

No 

If No, why nqt? 

No R.esident. did n9t miss any d0ses of. metlication. Received· appropriate cioses, utilizing a PRN ~ard 'of exact dose. · 

_...., ___ "-;;--~-·-·---"" ... ........,...~.,.,._,.. ......... .,..,....,.--:--,..,.,.,........,,._..~-·•-,..._.,.....,. .,_.., .... ,.., . ..-,,._,, ,......~~ "-"~····.,"·· ,..• ·"·"':;-"'· •··"""'!"...,...;,·,.,,,,_......,,,..~--,-----.~-... ------w,.,.,., 
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[');.-> Ministry of H.ea1, .. an9 Long Term Care tr Ontario CRITICAL INCIDENT REPORT 
29-0ct-2014 

10:53 AM 

··-·2543·:00"()0"13:1-4---- -·--··-----. ---~-·- ·--------· ··-· .. ·-·-.. ·---~,,~,,- --····,-----, .. -..... ".,, ..... -... -·:··--.. ---··-1~;;~~-~~~~ .. ---··" 

MEA60,W PARK NURSING HOM,E (LONDON) 
1210 SOUTHDAlE ROAD E..\ST 
LpNDON . . . . 

-2:-0ct-2014 ~ 
· · 11 :·oo · : : >. 

Daie and iio1c Cl first F·Oct-20H · · 
submitted.io M,OH : -10:21 . 

2-0ct~2014_:::::: 
. . . :.19:·00 : 

.. 1'-

:AMENDED 

Previous Status 

SUBMITTED : 

What is the outcome/current status of the indlvidual(s) who wasJwere· involvec! in this occurrence? 

Investigation occurr.ing presently 

IV Analysis and follow-up 
Whcit immediate actions have been taken· to prevent.recurrence? 

. . .. 
Daily surveillance of medication· rect11ving records. Pharh:ia.cl_st coni.p_l~_t_ing_·~:n .imrn~di.ate ~udil of Narcotic medications 

What long-term actions are planned to correct thls ·situa'tion and prevent recurrence? 

In-services have ·been set up with Pl\armac;y io train ~taff on Policies , Procedures and f'roto~ols v.iith the .use.of'Nar<:citi·c 
medications. Pharmacy wiH be_ conducting ~dditiorial audit at.this time .. · . . . .. : : . . . . .: .. :::: .. · .. : .. ·: .. : 

Name of person initiating report 

Melanie Smith, Heather Nicholas · 

Category of person initiating report 

Director.of Care {DQC) ." 

Date of report (MM/DDIYYYY) 

101021201"4 

CONFIDENTIAL ~ FOR INTERNAL USE ON.LY 
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/ 

[?Ontario ~'~~~1C~t1NC~~~0Ni-'RE;c;:u 29-0ct-2014 

10:53 AM 

...... -·-··· .. ······---·····--·· .................... ... ........ , .,_ .. .... - ~ .. - ·. ---.... -.. ·-- .... ......... ......... ., .... ,. ......... ,_.,. ......... ,_ .. _ ........ -... ,_,.,:. ................... _ ..... ~- .... -.--.... ----··- ·~·-·-··· · ............ ............. · .... ....... _ .: ........ _,_,,.,, ..... .. , __ ,_,: ______ , . . 
Cli'r'rent Status 
CHANG.EDON 
17 ·Oct-2014 

10:27 

2643-000013-14 

MEADOW PARK NURSIN{; HOME (LONDON) 
1210 SOUTHDALE.ROAD EAST 
LONDON . 

Cl Date and Tii'ne 

2-0ct-2014 ' 
11:00 

Date and Time Cl firs.I 
Submitted to MOH 

2-0ctM2,014 
19:00 

Please check to confirm the Adrriinistralor or Designate has s!gned the original of this form 

Yes 

General Notes 

AMENDED 

Previous Status 

SUBMITIED 

Most Re<:ent Note : Please· amend Cl indicating the outcome of both police and internal investigations. Please state if the 
missing medication has since been located. Thank you. · 

\0/161201410:00JMelinda1:urner"I Cl fcrmr,eviewed 

Case Notes 

Most Recent Note: Assessed FIS per currerit process. Level uf Risk Is 2. Inspection required. MT. October 16, 2014. 

.......... -l'A~---~ .. ·~~---·-........................................ ..,.,,._ .• _._ .. ___ _________ ' ---···-.. . - ................. ~. -.... ,.,,_.,.,.,._._';""'~--·-· ... --.-·-·"'-. ... - ... -..~............,--... , 
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This is Exhibit "C" referred 

to in the Affidavit of 

L Sworn before me this 
i $day of July, 2018 
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f.>ontario 
Ministry o f Health and Long Term Care 

CRITICAL INCIDENT REPORT 

2636-000007-13 

CARESSANT CARE WOODSTOCK NURSING HOME 
81 FYFE AVENUE 
WOODSTOCK 

Mandatory/Critical Incident Description 
Area/location of Unusuaf Occurrence: 

hallway 

Cl Date and Time 

1-Apr-2013 
07:00 

Date and Time Cl first 
Submitted to MOH 

1-Apr-2013 
15:19 

Please identify whether you are reporting a Mandatory Report or a Critical lnctdent: 

Mandatory Report [L TCHA, 2007] 

Which Mandatory Report category best applies? 

Abuse/Neglect [24(1){2)] 

Select relevant sub-category as applies to Abuse/Neglect: 

Resident to staff 

Description of the Unusual Occurrence, including events leading up to the occurrence 

31 -0ct-2016 

10:33AM 

Current Status 
CHANGED ON 

2.-Apr-20i3 
14:05 

AMENDED 

Previous Status 

SUBMITTED 

Resident came to my office this morning to say he did not want Bethe Wettlaufer giving him medication again as he did not trust 
her to give him his correct medication. He said if she comes near me again he would kick her and punch her in the teeth. 
Resident said he "would kill her'', "kick the shit out of her", "kick her until her bowels are on the floor'', "I'll kill her and go to 
another nut house. ('fl go to jail". 
Bethe Wettlaufer charted the following: ; ·-·-·-·-·-·-; 

r--o~w:-·1 came out of his room at 06:45 and sat near resident room ... Whenever that resident laughedi D. w.; would voice a 
'·-ral<elaugh and.1het;1 say "look'at me ,rm a laughing fool too". ~--·-·:.:.:~::: ____ , 

Intervention! D.W. !was informed by writer that his actions were_rn~~-~nd bullying and he was ask ed to stop.1 D.W.iwas also 
reminded by-wi'itef'that resident room -had agreed that if; D.W. ~old her her laughing bothered him and-asked her to move, 
that she would move. '-·-·-----·-' 
Time and Frequency: 1..s.taffx.5 minutes x 3. 
Evaluation: Ineffective; D. W. ~~came angry and threatened writer that he would kick her stomach through her spine and smash 
her teeth in with his fis't:-·-·-·-·--J 

Identifying information 
Resident(s) Involved 
Name of resident(s) INVOLVED in Unusual Occurrence {O} : f ------·-·-·-·[5:w:··-·-·-·-·-·-·i 

t.--·-·-·-·- ·---·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·...! 

Date of admission of resident(s) (MM/DD/YYYY) {O} : 04/25/2012 

Date of birth of resident(s) (MM/DD/YYYY) {O} 

Name of Resident(s) who were PRESENT and/or DISCOVERED the Unusual Occurrence 
Resident(s) who were PRESENT {O}: r··-·-·--·-o~s-:·-·-·-·-·i 

l.·-·--·-·-·-·-·--·-·--·-·-·-·-·-·~ 

Resident(s) who DISCOVERED {O} : 

Name of Staff who were PRESENT and/or DISCOVERED the Unusual Occurrence 
Staff who were PRESENT {O} : Bethe Wettlaufer, RN 

Staff who DISCOVERED {O} : 

CONFIDENTIAL· FOR INTERNAL USE ONLY 1of3 
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t>ontario 
Ministry of Health and Long Term Care 

CRITICAL INCIDENT REPORT 

2636-000007-13 

CARESSANT CARE WOODSTOCK NURSING HOME 
81 FYFE AVENUE 
WOODSTOCK 

Cl Date and Time 

1-Apr-2013 
07:00 

Name of home staff RESPONDING to Unusual Occurrence 

Helen Crombez, RN; Brenda VanQuaethem, Administrator 

Actions taken 
What care ~as given or action taken as a result of the Unusual Occurrence? 

Date and Time Cl first 
Submitted to MOH 

1-Apr-2013 
15:19 

31-0ct-2016 

10:33AM 

Current Status 
CHANGED ON 

2·Apr·2013 
14:05 

AMENDED 

Previous Status 

SUBMITTED 

Resident came and spoke with me and I informed Administrator who spoke to resident in his room. Resident was still very angry 
when speaking about Bethe and kicked his dresser with force to demonstrate how he would kick Bethe. 

By whom? 

Helen Crombez and Brenda VanQuaethem 

Was physician called? 

Yes 

Date and Time physician called (MM/DD/YYYY HH:MM} 

04101/201310:45 

Name of physician 

Dr. George 

Physician's action 

Unfortunately, his office is closed for Easter Monday. I will call him Tuesday, Apri l 2, 2013 and ask him to come in and speak 
with resident, review his medications and ask re: a psychogeriatric assessment. 

What other authorities were contacted about this Unusual Occurrence? 

Police 

What other additional authorities were contacted? (e.g. First Nations Band Council, Veterans Affairs Canada, Ministry of 
Labour, etc.) 

Authority name {0},!. •. 1'..9.!ice Officer Broadhurst came In to speak to resident. Report# WP13003187. The officer said that [Ii~WJ 
was calm now andL,Q;~.:..jhad assured him there would be no further Incident. 

For resident-related occurrences 
Were relative(s), friend(s), designated contact(s) and/or substitute decision maker(s) contacted? 

Yes 

If YES, provide name of relative{s), friend(s), designated contact(s) and/or substitute decision rnal<er(s} contacted 

Name {O} : r-··A~K~·-·-·~aughter 
l.----·-----~-·· 

What is the outcome/current status of the individual(s) who was/were involved in this occurrence? 

!·o -:w :·fame to the dining room for lunch and then went to the Retirement Home to visit his friend which is his usual routine. 
i_ _______ j 

CONFIDENTIAL · FOR INTERNAL USE ONI. Y 2 of 3 
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f?ontario 
Ministry of Health and Long Term Care 

CRITICAL INCIDENT REPORT 

2636-000007-13 

CARESSANT CARE WOODSTOCK NURSING HOME 
81 FYFEAVENUE 
WOODSTOCK 

Analysis and follow-up 

Cl Date and Tfme 

1-Apr-2013 
07:00 

What immediate actions have been taken to prevent recurrence? 

Date and Time Cl first 
Submitted to MOH 

1-Apr-2013 
15:19 

31-0 ct-201£ 

10:33 AM 

Currant Status 
CHANGED ON 

2·Apr-2013 
14;05 

AMENDED 

Previous Status 

SUBMITTED 

I spoke tcr···-····ii's:··· ····· ··~nd asked if sh•'l' would mind chahging her morning routine. 1 asked her if sh0 would rninc! sitting in the 
Family iSci9.iii~iri~·\vatc'fi·t'ha early morning news until about 07:30 when she could make her way to the Dining Room if she 
wanted.! D.S. ihad no problem with this and agreed t o it right away. She said she would start tomorrow. 
8. WettlaTifef"advised with a voice message last evening April 1/13 to not approach resident alone at any time. She Is to have a 
PSW with her at all times wuen..e.o.te.rlng his room or deallng ·!: 1 with resident. 
Urine dip test to be done foi D.W. ~rule out Uiine infection. 
Urine dip test indicated urin'e·nwecfton. Dr. George notified April 2113 of res!rlent's behaviour and results of urine dip test. Urine 
sample sent for C&S and 01·der r~celved for S~ptra OS. Res!dsnt accepted his blood sugar tested this morning from Sethe and 
she hacl a PSW go Into resident's room with her. 

What long-term actions are planned to correct ihis situation and prevent recurrence? 

Incident Is under Investigation. Bethe Wettlaufer, RN was called and a voice message left to call the home. ,--·-···-·-·-·, 
Or. George to be noitfied April 2, 2013 of incident. We wilJ ask him for a psychogeriatric assessment and to come and se~ D. W. ! 
speak with him and review his medications. ·-·-·---·-·-·, '···-···-·-···-· 
Candance Pink, Pharmacy Consultant, to review! D. W. !medications on her next visit. 

Name of person initiating report 

Helen Crombez, RN 

Category of person initiating report 

Director of Care (DOC) 

Date of report (MM/DD/YYYY) 

04/0112013 

~--·-·--·-·-·-·i 

Please check to confirm the Administrator or Designate has signed the original of this form 

Yes 

General Notes 

Most Recent Note : 04/0312013 11 :08 ( Maria Jardine I Cl form reviewed 

Case Notes 

Most Recent Note : Will document resident's behaviour. MJ 

Assessed as per current process. No risk identified. MJ 

CONFIDENTIAL - FOR INTERNAL USE ONLY 3 of 3 
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to in the Affidavit of 

Sworn before me this 
1.J $h day of July, 2018 

, LSO No. 66541H 

A Commissioner, etc. 
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f')?-,: . 

t?ontario 
Ministry of He.-ilth and Long Tenn Car~ 

CRITICAL INCIDENT REPORT 
.... -........................ -............. ..... " ...... ~ ............... -· ........... ~ ... .... _. __ ... , ... ~.--.. -........ ...... ~ .............. - ............................ - ~- ·-... ............. ....... ........................................ . 

27 42-00.0007:-13 

. TELFER PLACE · 
. 245 GRAND RIVER STREET NORTH 

PARIS . . .. 

I Mandatory/Critical Incident Description 
/-\reallocation of Unusual Ocourrence: 

resident'.s bedroom 

{;I Date <1nd Time 

· .21 ~Mayw2013 
11:36 

Date im d ;T into Cl fa:;l 
s·ubmitted to MOH 

24,..May~201 3 

.: 16:52: . 

Please identify whether you <1re reporting a Manda!ory F~eport or a Criticnl Incident; 

l'l1andatory Report [L TCHA;· 2007] 

Which Mandatory Report category best applies? 

Abuse/Neglect [24(1)(2)] 

Seh~ct relevant sub-cat<)gory :.-1s :.~pplics to Abuse!N~glt~ct: 

Resident to resident 

Description of the U11usuai Occummce, inciuding events leading up lo the occurrence 

Curtenl Slatui:', 
CHANGED ON 
24-M;!y-2013. · 

.1~:52 . . 

SUBMITTED.· 

Residentf·--·--·--·-·-·---·P~·1Vc···-·---·-·-·--·- 1 hit resident[·-·-·-ci·a:--·-·-·1iri the mouth with his fist. i'?~,;tJ has Ox. multi-infarct dementia·and 

rru~nt."1.~.~lthe11<i,_~J.§ji_f~Fcffsorpers'due to use of ~iE~~~~iTsr~~:Jhas D~. Cere~ellar atrophyand C?gnitiv~ i_mpairm.~~!.![t alcoh9J..._ .. , .. , 
abuse.; P.M. ! and L..~:~; __ ;share a 4 bed ward room. ; P.M. ris very posessive .·of his environment ;md is susp1c1ous of U~:l!l.:Jwhen U~:~: .. i 
~nters tfieff r.oom and has to passc:=!~;!;C:la..r~_a to ge~~~9 .. ~:!:own. [~~~~Jwa,~.~0..!} _hjs way into their room and [f.)~~1was refusingC§=~=J 
-access, a verbal altercation began ttJen l.f;~:)struckL~:f!!.:..JlS reported bYLf'..:!?.:.J · · . 

II Identifying information 
Hesident(s} !r:volved 
Name .. ot resldent(s) INVOLVED in .Unusual Occurrence: :··-·-·- ·-·-pj~i·--·- ·-·-··; 

. . ' \.--·-·-·--·-·-·-·-·-·-·--·-·-·-' . 
Name ()f resi~lent(s) INVOLVED in Unusual Occurre~ce: [=~~~§~~~~~~~=] 

Hesid(~nt{s) lnvo!v!'d 

Date. of admission· of resident(s) (MMIDO/YyYY): · 12122/2010 

Date ~f admission of resident{s) (MM/DDlYVYY): o·J/03/2013 

RHs1<iHnt(s) lnvQlvod 

Date of birth of resident(s) (M~JIJOD/YYYY): •••• 

Date ·of bi rt~ of residtmt(s) {MMIDD/YYYY): ••••• 

Name of hom0 ~.;ta ff RESPOtm!NG to Unusual Occurrence 

Tric;ia _Gray RN 

· .CONflOE.NTJAL o FOR INTEHN.~t.'tJSE Of-.!LY 

·. 
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f'f.-> Ministry <rf Health and Loiig Term Care 

Dr Ontario cR11JcAL 1Nc10ENT REPORT 

. 27 42 .. 000007 *13 

TELFER PLACE 
245 GRAND RIVER STREET NORTH 
PARIS 

Ill Actions taken 

Cl O;~t<i and Tim•? 

21-May~2013 
11:36 

\iVhat care was given or action taken as a rnsvll of the Unusual Occurrence? 

D~dc .~n'! Tirne Ci first 
~~ol>miH~d .to f..i10H 

24-Mayw2013 
16:52 

·1 H·Apr-2-01 tJ. 

3:05 Pf'~~ 

Current 3!;i(u:-.; 
CMP~NG(:D ON 
24~~1<~~;~01 :·; ' 

lfa, _,2 

SUBMITTED 

[""cis:·)was assessed, had· small laceration on lip.i"P~M·."lanctf'G.8'."'!v'1ere removed from close proximity to each other. Staff spoke to 
G'oti1 .. residents to ensure they were calmed and a~siire t_l:!,~[;iate'ty.C~:M,:_~j brother came in to speak with[~:~:] as !?.;~(]holds his 
opinion very important to him. His brother discouragedi.f'..:.~Ufrom physical violence and to speak to staff if feeling threatened. 

Lg~:~] was offered to move into the comfort suite (private room) and has accepted. He currently is staying in the suite until further 
assessment. · · 

Staff have increased monitoring of residents, interaction is limited with the ·room change. 

Gy w!1mn? 

T.Gray RN - assessment 

Was pi1ysicit~11 cal!ed? 

Yes 

Dale and Tirrn~ physician GH!led. (MM!DD!YYYY HH:f"v1M) 

05/2112013 12:00' 

Nnme of physician 

Dr. Williams, faxed incident report. 

Plwsician's ;action 

No action at this time. 

What other authorities were cont0ch~d H!Jout this Unusual Occui·r;;mce? 

Police 

What o!l1er additional authorities were contac:t~c!? (H.[J. fi1·st Nations Band Council, \/eter~ins Affoir5 Canada, Ministry of 
Labpur, et<.:.) 

Authority name: 

For resident-related occurrence.s 
Were rel<ltive(s), friend(s), <iesignHted contact(s) <irtd/or substitute docision makor(s) contactet1? 

Yes 

... .,.,,.,,..,, ...... .,,,,v,..,.v. .v,,,., ,,.,•,..,.,,-.. ~ ..• ,,,., ............... .. " ·-··· · ·•• .. , .. , ., .. .,. •·- • .,. ........ ~·~·....,,,._,. . .,,, .,,,,_.,...__.~·· ,.,._ ,.._,_.. .,,..~ .••. _,_..,... __ .,,_,, .. ~ . ........... .. , .• ,.,., ........ --~···· ...... , . ...... ........... .. .. .... .,,.,..,,., .. . ,.,., . ... .,.. . .,.,, ,,. • .,. . ...........,._,, _.,,.,"', ~,"., ,,.,,, v.•;., ,.,.,.,.,.,...,,. .. ,u.,.. .. w ...... ' " #"""'" 
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fY-> Ministry of Health and Long Term Care 

T,,;F' Ontario CRITICAL INCIDENT REPORT 
-.... _ .. ,. .......... -.......... _ .............. --······--............ :--·-···---··.-····.-····~--··.----· .. --..... ................... .. ................. -~ ............. , . ______ .. ... -~--~- ...... -··-·--·· ~· ... ,.. .... ,, . 

.. 27 42-000007-13 . 

TELFER PLACE . 
245 GRAND RIVER-STREET NORTH 
PARIS 

Cl J)af,~ :ind Time 

21-May_-2013 
11 ::36 

riate and 1 in1c Cl first 
Subtnittacl tc ·MPH · 

24-MayM2013 . 
16:S2 

1 O·Apr-2014 

3:05PM 

Co!'mnl ~fofrn; 
:CHANGED Off 
i4·M<1;r·201:!. 

·1G:5?. . 

suaMITTE() 

If YE.S, provide nam0 of rGlative(s), friend(»). ci(·~~;i~jMlled contact{s) anrJ/or substitute decision maker(s) contacted 

Name: C~.~=·~'.I~~~~.~-~"~-~.J POf<°l'J.>jjf;J · 
Name: r::::::::15-Ji~::=:::::J :oAt~~~$~'.J 

What is the outcome/current s\atus of tl]e individuc:d(s) who was/were involved in this occurrence? 

Residents have not voiced l,asting effects of altercation.[~)~J does not recall the event clearly and has less agitation as a result of 
the room change and[=<f~;J, is.very. satisfied with having a private room . . 

IV Analysis and follow~up 
Whe.t immedial-e actions have been taken to prevent recurrence? 

Room change and increased observation of[p;.~Qand ['§.~s~~J 

What 10119,term eicliorn; are planned to correct this situation .<Jnd prevent recurrence? 

·continuing observation.and assessment of resident's interactions.and continuing education for staff to manage 
responsive/protective behaviburs. · · · · · · 

Name of person lni.t!i:<ting· report 
Sherri Toleff DOC 

Category of person initi:'1ting report 
Director of Care (DOG) . · 

Dz:te of report (MM/DDJYYYY) 
05/24/2013 

PleasH cl·ieck !o confirm 1he Admin!st·mtor or D~lsignate 11es signed th0 original of this form 
Yes 

Case Notes 

Most Recent Note: Cl reviewed and no further action required at this time 

.· 

¥ ' '' ...... , ....... .. , ... , ... :-,, ,..,.,,,,, ~•"'' '""'' ' "'' ''''''"' '"'''''' "'":''', '' ' ... ' "'''' "'' ''' '' ' '' " ' ''" ' '" ';'''"'"'''''"'''' I"""'-'"'""' ,,,..,,N_._, .. ...., ....... -,.., ,,,,..,~ ~-....... , .. -... -,...,.._ ... .,... ,, __ ,,,,,...._..,,_,_. __ _,.,., ....... _ ... , ... .,.....,.,WW .. V• ......... ""': ...... , ..... ._.. .... ,,._~•-::•• ••·-·~ 
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fr:-> Ministry of Neaitn and Long Term Care 

f,)r Ontario CRITICAL INCIDENT REPORT 

2742~000009-13 

TELFER PLACE · · 
245 GRAND.RNER STREET .NORTH 
PARIS 

I Mandatory/Critical Incident Description 
Area!Location of Unusual Occurrence: 

r~sidenr s .bedroom 

.C! Date a11d Tlme 

3t-Ju1-2013 
2.3:00 

Onie aod Tl!lle Cl first 
Submltt'>cl to MOH 

1-Aug-2013 .. 
.. ·14:34 . . 

Ple;::se identify wh<·)U1er you are r0porting a Mandatory Heport or a Critical lnciden:: 

Mandatory Report [L TCHA,_ 20011 

\i\fhich Mandatory Report category best applies? 

.Abuse/Neglect [24(1)(2)1 . 

Select relevant sub-calf.:gory as aµplkrn to Abus(~fNHgleGt: 

Resident to resident 

Description of tho Unusual Occurrence, including events leading up to ·rhe occurrence 

10-Apr-2014 

3:07PM 

Currnnt Status · 
.. cw.NGEDON 

I ·/>,119-2013 . . . 
15:2 i 

.AMENDE9 _: 

I : · 'F1revious St<1tu!:i 

I WBMl-T-+Ee 

July 31/13, 2300 - .Loud .n9ise~ ·heard from Room 202,- · · · . · . · .---·-··--·--'---~---·----····· · 
11-7 shift' receiving report from 3-11 -RN. PSW(Bev Gamble} went info .room an£ wi!!J~§§.e.s!.r.~£~m!.J.. _________ ~:~.:_-·-····-·-·····j · 
(Dx·.dementia, behavio'ural 9isorqers due to' alcol,lol abuse) on top of resideqt L-·--·-·-·---~-~..:. .•.•.•.•.•. - ..•. ! (Ox, cerebellar· atrophy due 
to alcohol abuse .and impaired cognition) with both hands around his' neck 'trying to choke him. [~~~:~'.l~~.?.!~~~~9._i!)_l].!_;; . . . 
wheelchair, wheel cliair was located at the food of his bed. PSW Bev G yelled for help, which startled; P.M. ;and he let . 
go of r·G"·s· ·1 · · · . ·· · . . · · · : · , · . · · '-····-·-·-·-···-·7···-·--···· 
Dianne·a-e·iuregard RN entered room and['.QjfJ~as shouting ''He tried to ~hoke me, he-tried t~ c'hoke me'~C_'G~-~-~.':.Jneck was 
noted to be reddened, small scatch t~ right side of neck noted to be bleeding. Area cleansed with normal saline and' IMt open to 
air: No bruising. noted· at this time.·aP 127183, P 88, R28, 02·sats 99% on ·room air. No.SOB noted, occasional cough. Resident . 
stated [°P~t.1:1 was trying to open the privacy c'urtain, and I wanted it closed,. and then[fto(}attacl1ed me and started· to choke me. I · 
didn't do anything,.! didn't do anythiflg. ":~~sident sta~ed rE:.tbroke his gold chain that he was wearing. 
Prior to incid~11t .at 2345 P~W{Bey G) witnessed ['!_;-~]attempting to move his bed out into the hallway, he was blocking the 
bathroom door which·upset f'~<3-:-s:-J : : . .. : : · '. . · . . . · . · · 
CffiCI was offot'ed to movt:i-to-ffiec omfort suite, he refused to go .. [f:~f]agre~c!..!~nove to the Comfort suite after-the incident for 
the evening and 1 :1 staffing commenced forf'P'.iii:iand remains at this time.! G.B. ;agreed August 1/13 to relocate to the Comfort 
Suite, all c:.~Cf:~~~Jbelongh1gs have been rnove'CiTo.the Comfort Suite. ·----·- . . . . . . . . . . : . 

II Identifying information 
Resident(s) lnvolvefl 

Na;ne of ;.esident(s) INVOLVED in Unusual. dccul'rcnce: l-cis:-1 
. . . . . ~----·--·-

Name of resicle1it(s) INVOLVED in Unusual 9ccurre:nce:. [~f.:~_~] 

Rc~sid(mt{s) Involved 

Date: of admission of resident(s) :(MM/DD/YYYY): : 01/03/2_013 . . 
Date· of admission of resident(s) (MM/DD/YYYY): · 1212212010 . 

.. - ..... - ... - ... .. .. . .. · :'"'·· · - · · ' ' .. M ..... 0 .. 0 0 0 .. 0 ..... ·: ....... __ .,, ..... , ,....,,, ;• .......... . .... ._ ..... - ..... _. .................... - .... -.. ... , ...... _ ..... _ .. _. .. - ........ __ .... _____ ._ ... ___ ... ._. .. ..._ ......................... ., •• .,,,. .... ,.,..;_ ...... _,. . .. _, ___ ....,.., ... - ---- O • _ . , 
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27 42 .. 000009 .. 13 

TELFER PLACE 
245 GRAND RIVER smEET NORTH 
PARIS 

H(·)$i<.h~nt{s) involved 

Date of birth of resldent(s) (MMIDDJYYYY): 

Date of birth of resident(s) (MM/DDJYVYY): 

Cl D:\te and Tlo:e 

31-Jul-2013 
23:00 

Dalo. ~rod Ti!M Ct first 
Subniilk:d lo MOH 

1-Aug-2013 
14:34 

Name of Staff wilr.1 were PRESf:NT and/or DISCOVERED the Unusual Occurrence 

Staff who were ?.RESENT: 

Name of Staif wtio were PF\ESENT and/or DISCOVERED !he Unusuaf Occurrence 

Staff who DISCOVERED: Bever.ly Gamble 

i-.Jmne of borne staff l~ESPOND:NG to Uriusw:il Occurrence 

Dianne Beauregard RN 

Ill Actions taken 
I/I/hat c;,1rn was given or action taken as a result of the Unust:al Occurrence? 

l 

10-Apt-20~4 

3:07 PM 

CUrl'e,1t Status 
CH1\NOED Or~ 
·1 .. J\ug .. 201~ 

15:21 

AMENDED 
I ! . Pn~vlous Statu,; 

;~ l . . 

_R-~~!,d.e!'ltf::::::~:~~[:~:;J assessed by RN; VSS, minor scratch. h.?..~.9.~ no'ted. [~!;i]assessed, had no appi'\rent injuries. !=~."1i}md 
l.~.:M·J separated, [.f .M. )moved to another room. 1 :1 staffing for L!'.l!1.:..i . · 

By whom? 

Dianne Beauregard RN and Beverly Gamble PSW 

W<~S physicic.in i;'ailHd? 

Yes 

DalH and Tirno pl ·1 y~~ i1~ian G111l0d (MMIDD/YYYY HH:MM) 

08/0112013 01 :00 

Name of physician 

Or.Williams, faxed. 

Physician's action 

No action at this time. 
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10··Apr-2V14 

:;;07 PM 

····--:--··--··--····-- -··-·-··· ... --·-··--······- ·····--·--·······-··~··- -···· .. ··-····-··-····-······---··-····· . ........ --······· ···--···-· --···-··-···--··-·-· --· ·--- ---········-:·-· ---·····-·······--··-··-··----····--"· ·--···:· ................... ···--····-··--·-··--··-
CUffClll Status ·27 42-000009.-13 

TELFER PLACE · . . 
245 GRAND.RIVER STREET NORTH 
PARIS 

Cl .D:i.t().fllltJ Time 

.
1

. · 31-Ju1~201 3 

1 ·· · . . ;!3:00 

What other authcrii:ie~~ W(~re contacted c:boul !his Unusu<il Occ;urrence? 

Police 

Bate ancl rttnc Cl fir~t · 
Suhniltt51cl to NiQH· 

· 1-Aug-2013 
. 14:34 

. .CHANGED ON . 
1~.Aug-2il13 .. 

15;21 

AMENDED 

Whal oli1er additional authorities were contacted? (e.g. First Nations Band Councii. Veterans Affairs Ct.mada, Ministry of 
Labour, etc.) · 

Authority Mme: . Police lm;i<lent # LP13230457 

For resident-related occurrences 
Were rela!ive(s), friend(s). designalt1cl co.ntm~l(~;) and/or subslitt1te decision maker{s) contactecj? 

Yes 

If YES, provide n<Mne of re!alive(s), f1foncl(s). d<isignatecl contacl(s) <~nd/or substitute decision mGJkor(s) ccn18cled 

N~me: r==:Ji.~ij:.=~~] POA L~=~~~~;=J 
Name: C~~~:~:~:§~~:~~:~:~:~:~J POA C~~f~f~~j 

What is 1he outcomeicurrent status cf the indivipual(s) who was/were involved in th!s occurrence? 

[~~!i-=.Jnas not reported·ai1Y other injuries, none apparent.f'G:S:·]has ;all of his l;>elongings in the Comfort suite although continues 
to attempt to re:enter Rm. Staff remind: him lhat he ~oesii'fneed·to enter t~e roo'." a~d his roo11:1 is now the Com~ort sui~i;i . . 

. . 
[~~']doesn't recall the incident at this time. fP.M~·!rem<1ins on 1:1 staffing, no other incidents of aggression or agitation sinc'e 
incident. No injuries n'oted. '--·-- · 

......... - ....... "~-: .. , ... , ..... M; ............. ·: "'."'"'""'" ......... ··:· ..... -_ ... - H 'V¥ .... •: · · -:··~ ..... _.,,-:··• •OOOO ...................... ":'"''' .. ..,.~ ........... ... ............ .. - ................... .......... ................. ~ •• - ..... _,_.,..._ ...................... - ..... . ~ ......... - .... 0 ... ..... ~ ... ~ .............. ..,~,., .......... ..... -M .. >-; ,..,_ .. 
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27 42 .. 000009 .. 13 

TELFER P!_,.\CE 
245 GRAND RIVER STREET NOHTH 
PARIS 

JV Analysis and follow-up 

Cl f.lut~ ;md TirrH~ 

31-JulN2013 
23:00 

Wilri l immediate actions i·iav~~ b.::~t-m tak(m to prevent recurrenc~~? 

Residents separated to different rooms and 1: staffing for[ffuJ 

Oai~ an~~ T!n~H CJ f1n1t 
St..ibn1Ht,"?ci ~o f(H)H 

1:-Aug-2013 
.14:34 

Wl1al tong-term acti(1ns 0r0 pi<inned to cc1rrecl lhis situation c:nd prevv!"lt recim•mc~~? 

Continue 1 :1 staffing as required. 
Contin.ued education with staff re: responsive behaviours. 

Nwrit~ of person ini!iHting r'~!XHt 

Sherri ToleffDOC 

Category of pemon initialififJ reporl 

Director of Care {DOC) 

D:-:ite of report (ivlivliDD!YYYY) 
08101/2013 

Please chock to wnfirm tlm i\dministra!or or DH<dgnaie has signed lli~) original of thi$ fonn 
·ves 

General Notes 

·:O-,'>,j)r".?.014 

:l:W PM 

Current S10'J{1J~~ 
CHANCED ON 
i -A-~u-:rn·13 

·i~i:Z1 

AMENDED 

·Most Recent Note : Pfease amend Cl to include residents' full names under the identifying information/residents involved, 
history of responsive behaviors and interventions that home has implemented to prevent recurrence 
{Please be specific). Thank you. 

0810212013 08:16 l Patty Moyo I Cl form reviewed· 

Case Notes 

Most Recent Note : Cl reviewed as per current process. Additional information requested in order to determine the level of risl<. 
PM August 2, 2013 
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tl''r> . Ministry of Health and Long Term Care 

F Ontario CRITICAL INCIDENT REPORT 

27 42-000001-14 

TELFER PLACE 
245 GRAND RIVER STREET NORTH 
PARIS 

I MandatorytCritical Incident Description 
Area/Location of Unusual Occurrence: 

resident's bathroom 

Cl Date a11d Tinie 

3-Jan-2014 
05:50 

Oate and Time Cl first 
Submitted to MOH 

1 O·Jan-2014 
17:08 

Please identify whether you are r.eporting a Mandatory Report or a Critical Incident: 

Mandatory Report [LTCHA, 2007) 

Which Mandatory Report category best applies? 

Abuse/Neglect [24(1 )(2)] 

Select relevant sub-category as applies to AbuseJNeglect: 

Resident to resident 

Description of the Unusual Occurrence, including events leading up to the occurrence 

10-Apr-2014 

3:11 PM 

Current S1:itus 
CHANGED ON 
1 O.Jan-2014 

'17:011 

SUBMITTED 

r······ .. G~s:·· ······lwas yelling on evening shift the night before at his room-mates. r····'Gj:i~ ... -lhas brain atrophy and reduced 
·tofe.raiic.etc>"~ .. qtti.~.r§_'#..Q9 are in the bat~room when he wishes to use It. ·-·-·-·-·-·--·-·-···· · ····-······· ·· - ·· 
Room-mate L. ... !!:P: .•.•.• .Jwho ha~~~.!!!entia, was found to be trying to choke him at 0550 this am while In the w~shroom. L __ <?..:.l?~.J 
had a red area_ .Q~.Jiis neck and [._§.._B.:...jstated ~!L'~.Q~ld taste blood. Staff could find no evidence of bleeding. Dr. visited and spoke 
with resident-L.~!1.:..J said he was not injured. !..§:.~.:.) can provoke others. 

When staff talked tof.~~;~=.Jshortly after the event he was unaware that anything had happened due to his cognitive impairment. 

BSO will follow. 

[;G~Jwas seen by doctor this morning and was referred to GMO and changed Seroquel medication dose. 

BSO was here today and 'has agreed to follow these two gentlemen again and will be in this weekend to follow-up. 

Hourly behavioral monitoring POC tasks have .been Jmplemented for bothC9Ji..:-Jand [~}]for q1h. 

II Identifying information 
Resident(s) lnvolved 

Name of resident(s) INVOLVED in Unusual Occurrence: [~:~:~:§.~Jj[.~·~:~:~:~:; 
Name of resident(s) INVOLVED in Unusual Occurrence: L.::::::~.:J.~~~=:::~:~J 

Resident(s) Involved 

Date of admission of resident(s) (MMIDD/YYYY): 01/03/2013 

Date of admission of resldent(s) (MMtDD/YYYY): 06/04/2013 

Resident(s) lnvolved 

Date of birth of resldent(s) (MMIDDIYYYY): -

CONFIDENTIAL • FOR INTERNAL USE ONLY 1of5 
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"> tf''r.= Ministry of Health and Long Term Care 

f. Ontario CRITICAL INCIDENT REPORT 

27 42-000001-14 

TELFER PlACE 
245 GRAND RIVER STREET NORTH 
PARIS. . 

Date of birth of resident{s) (MMIDD!YYYY): 

Cl Oate and Time 

3-Jan-2014 
05:50 

-
Oa!e and Time Cl first 

Submitted to MOH 

1 O..Jan-2014 
17:08 

Name of Staff who •..vere PRESENT and/or DISCOVERED the Unusual Occurrence 

Staff who were PRESENT: 

Staff who were PRESENT: 

Name of Staff who were PRESENT and/or DISCOVERED the Unusual Occurrence 

Staff who DISCOVERED: Darle11e Link Registered Nurse 

Staff who DISCOVERED: Bev Gamble PSW 

Name of home staff RESPONDING to Unusual Occurrence 

Darlene Link Registered Nurse 

Ill Actions taken 
What care was given or action taken as a result of the Unusual Occurrence? 

10·Apr·2014 

3:11 PM 

Current Status 
CHANGED ON 
1 O-Jan-2014 

17:08 

SUBMITTED 

Immediately seperated both residents. Assessed resident$ for injury. !-G~e:·; had a red mark on his neck and complained that he 
could taste blood In hls mouth (no blood noted by staff} ·--···-·· · 

By whom? 

Darlene Link Registered Nurse 

Was physician called? 

Yes 

Date and Time physician called (MM/DD!YYYY HH:MM) 

01/03/2013 08:00 

Name oi physician 

Dr. Williams 

Physician's action 

.Visited both residents. Ordered GMH referral and increase in seroquel for [~~~J 

CONFIDENTIAL· FOR INTERNAL USE ONLY 2 of 5 
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f~:::> Ministry of Health and Long Term Care 

~F Ontario CRITICAL INCIDENT REPORT 

27 42-000001 -14 

TELFER PLACE 
245 GRAND RIVER STREET NORTH 
PARIS 

Cl Date and Time 

3-Jan-2014 
05:50 

Date :md Time Cl first 
Submitted to MOH 

1 O-Jan:.2014 
17:08 

10-Apr-2014 

3:11 PM 

Current Status 
CHANGED ON 
1 O-Jan-2014 

17:08 

SUBMITTED 

What other addltiona! authorities were contacted? (e.g. First Nations Band Council, Veterans Affai rs Canada, Ministry of 
Labour, etc.) 

Authority name: BSO will do consult. Q1 hour monitoring initiated. Families notified. 

For resident-related occurrences 
Were relative(s), friend(s), designated contact(s) and/or substitute decision maker(s) contacted? 

Yes 

If YES, provide name of relative(s), friend(s), designated contact{s) and/or.substitute decision maker(s) contacted 

Name: C~~-·~_1~~£~~~--=~J sister of[:-.:_~·-i 

Name: [~.=~f;.~~·~·=Jwife ofL~~}:>-,:~; 

What is the outcome/current status of the indivldual(s) who was/were involved in this occurrence? 

f(fj~Jdid have a red mark on neck which has.quickly resolved. 
'-·-···-·-·-' 
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.{):---.:> Ministry of Health and Long Term Care 

ir. Ontario CRITICAL INCIDENT REPORT 
10-Apr-2014 

3:11 PM 

···--·--···-········ .. ··· -·····-·········· ·-··--·-···-·- ·-------- ...... --~-------.. -·--- -········-·--···--·--·······-··---·----···-···-·---···---·-·--.. ·--·---·-·--·-·--·-····-·-- ···--.. ·----·-·-········-·-···········-·····--···· 
2742-000001-14 . 

TELFER PLACE 
245 GRAND RIVER STREET NORTH 
PARIS 

IV Analysis and foHow-up 

Cl Date and Time 

3-Jan-2014 
05:50 

What immediate actions· have been taken to prevent recurrence? 

Currentl.Y both residents on q1 h monitoring 

Date and Time Cl first 
Submi1ted to MOH 

10-Jan-2014 
17:08 

What long-term actions are planned to correct this situation and prevent recurrence? 

Referral to BSO 
Referral to GMH 

Current Status 
CHANGED ON 
10..Jiln·2014 

17:00 

SUBMITTED 

If an opportunity arises to move!"-G":s.' ___ )on a temporary basis to the Comfort Suite (currently occupied by another resident), 
this wlll be initiated, as he copes ... mi!Cfi_m_ore effectively in a room where he does not have to share the washroom. Resident 
does not otherwise have problematic interactions with co-resident[=~JE::=J 

Name of person initiating report 

Cheryl Muise Regional Manager of Clinical Services 

Category of person initialing report 

Other (please specify} 

___ • _________ .., __ _,,.. ..... _. _ _...... ____ .. , .... , ...... ...,. ___ ,,.._.,. ____ ... ____ .... ___ ,.,.,..,.. .. .,..,.. ... __ IP .... , .... ,.,.._,,._._,,_,.....,.. ..... .._.,...__.._ ... __ ... ___ ._ .... ,,..,_...,..,.., , .... , .. 
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t?ontario 
Ministry of Health and Long Term Care 

CRITICAL INCIDENT REPORT 
- ·············- ---·-... - ~--..... --.. -.-...... __ ..... ....................... .. ... -.. ·-·········--·-···-······-···········-·-··· ..................................................... . 

27 42-000001-14 

TELFER PLACE 
245 GRAND RIVER STREET NORTH 
PARIS 

Date of report (MM/DD/YYYY) 
01/10/2014 

Cl Dato llOd Time 

3-Jan-2014 
05:50 

D<Jte and Time Cl first 
Submitted to MOH 

1 O-Jan-2014 
17:08 

Please check to confirm the Administrator" or Designate has signed the original of this form 

Yes 

Other category of person initiating report 

Dian Shannon, Executi~ Director, 1lpdated this ·report on JanuarY 10, 2014 

General Notes 

Most Recent Note : CIS reviewed 01/3112014 04:09 f Rebecl;a Wylie I Cl form reviewed 

01/13/2014 02;46 I Colleen Annable I Cl form reviewed 

1 O-Apr-2014 

3:11 PM 

Current Status 
CHANGED ON 
10.Jan-2014 

17;08 

SUBMITTED 

January 10, 2014: Residentr··-·-ii:s:··-·-·!does have brain atrophy and can become easily frustrated. Both 
gentlemen are in ttie same 4'..oed'tiasic.'room, with one bathroom. Discussion held by writer (Dia_r:i_§JgQUQf.!, 
Executive [)irector) with BSO Team Lead re: appropriate inteflientions and supports for residentL. .... ~o§: •... .J The 
team at Telfer Place w1!J begin "Resident of the Week" monitoring to track behaviours and the BSO team will meet 
after data collection to identify strategies for this resident in an attempt to reduce behaviours which may be 
provoking to the other resident involved, who has significant dementia and memory loss, and cannot be expected to 
participate in behavioural changes, 

Case Notes 

Most Recent Note : CIS reviewed as per current process. Intake updated and closed. Inspection withdrawn. 1/31/2014 RW 

Assessed as per current process, Level of risk 3. Intake completed. CA, January 13, 2014. 
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t
i'~::> Ministry of Health and Long Term Care 

Jr Ontario CRITICAL INCIDENT REPORT 

2742-000005-14 

TELFER PLACE 
245 GRAND RIVER STREET NORTH 
PARIS 

I Mandatory/Critical Incident Description 
Area!L,ocation of Unusual Occurrence: 

resident's bedroom 

Cl Date ancl Time 

18-Mar-2014 
20:30 

Date and Time Cl first 
Submitted to MOH 

21-Mar-2014 
15:11 

Please identify whether you are reporting a Mandatory Report or a Critical Incident; 

Mandatory Report [L TCHA, 2007] 

Which Mandatory Report category best applies? 

Abuse/Neglect [24(1)(2)] 

Select relevant sub-category as applies 10 Abuse/Neglect: 

Resident to reside.nt 

Description of the Unusual Occurrence, including events leading up to the occurrence · 

10-Apr-2014 

3:"12 PM 

Current Status 
CHANGED ON 
21·Mar·2014 

15:'12 

SUBMITTED 

At :2030, Mar.18/14 PSW was just down from c===~~--§~~~~~==~J'.lx. brain atrophy, decreased ability to tolerate others) room when she 
heard him shout, "Stop looking at mel'T3fiCJthen y~II~c:! .. ~_omethlng else which PSW was. not able to hear but she Investigated 
immediately. When she entered the room, she foundL ~:E!: .. ll n his wheelchair tipped back onto Its anti-tippers and his roommate 
r······jj:>:······1 ( dx. dementia) had his hands around f'"'(;;~it · ·) throat. The PSW had a hand on [.~c;_::if:J and the other resident trying to 
'sej:'iaralflhe Mo. When she was able to get the rooirimate to let go, [§:~;:_]yelled at ~~r.!~}~_!.9.9.__of him and when she did he 
tipped backwards out of his wheelchair and did a backwards somesault to the ffoor .. ; J.P. ;was assisted back to his bed and 
the curtain was drawn around him .. [.11\!,~.Jwas very angry and would not allow any stafffo.assist him. He was .very purposeful in 
his actions and was sitting on his bed almost immediately after the spill from his wheelchair. Writer and other PSW arrived as 
f"i3~1i'}Nas transferring himselfto his bed from· the fh~or. 
·-·-·-·-·-·..,. 

ll Identifying information 
Resii:ient(s) Involved 

Name of resident(s) INVOl VED in Unusual Occurrence: !.. .. -.... ~:!!: .. _,_ ... ..! 
Name of resident(s} INVOLVED in Unusual Occurrence: [=~:~I~.:~.·~=:~.J 

Resident{s) Involved 

Date of admission of resident(s) (MMJDD/YYYY): 01/13/2013 

Date of admission of resident(s) (MM/DDNYYY): 06104/2013 

Resident(s) Involved 

Date or birth of resldent(s) (MMJDD!YYYY): 

Date of birth of resldent(s) (MM/DD/YYYY): 

Name of Resident(s } who were PRESENT and/or DISCOVERED the Unusual Occu1Tence 
Resident{s) who were PRESENT: 

CONFIDENTIAL - FOR INTERNAL USE ONLY 1Of5 
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t
i'~> Ministry of Health and Long Term Care 

r Ontario CRITICAL INCIDENT REPORT 

27 42-000005-14 

TELFER PLACE 
245 GRAND RIVER STREET NORTH 
PARIS 

Cl Date and Time 

18-Mar-2014 
20:30 

Date and T ime Cl first 
Submitted to MOH 

21-Mar-2014 
15~11 

Name of Resident(s) who were PRESENT and/or DISCOVERED the Unusual Occurrence 

Resident(s} who DISCOVERED: 

Name of Staff who were PRESENT and/or DISCOVERED the Unusual Occurrence 

Staff who were PRESENT: 

Staff who were PRESENT: 

Staff who were PRESENT: 

Name of Staff who were PRESENT and/or DISCOVERED the Unusual Occurrence 

Staff who DISCOVERED: Virginia Sims PSW 

Staff who DISCOVERED: Lynn Jackson PSW 

Staff who DISCOVERED: Tracy Raney RN 

Name of home staff RESPONDING to Unusual Occurrence 

Tracy Raney RN 

Ill Actions taken 
\/\/hat care was given or action taken as a result of the Unusual Occurrence? 

10-Apr-2014 

3:12 PM 

Current Status 
CHANGED ON 
21-Mar-2014 

15:12 

SUBMITTED 

Ori assessment withln 30minutes of incident--Right shoulder-3 reddened abrasion areas measuri ng 2cm by 2cm, 1 cm by 1 cm and 
2cm long by 1 cm wide. Right side of neck--3 reddened areas-·4.Scm long by 0.5cm wide, 1.5cm long by 0.5cm wide, 1.5cm by 
0.25cm wide. These appeared to look like finger marks as they were all beneath eac.h other. Left shi,n--2 areas reddened--1cm 
long by ).25cm wide, 0.7cm longby 0.5cm wide. left upper chest--2 reddened ~-~~<!-~.:,·1.5cm long by 0.25cm wide, 1cm long by 
0.5cm wide. Right U!?.P.~!-~id back-·1 reddened area·-1cm long by o.sc.m wide.U~-~e~ . .J kept stating to ~riter, "He may be bigger but 
l won't back down! "L~~:.J would not listen to writer try to expJ,~Il!JQ, him why he should not react this way, he seemed to become 
more agitated so writer stopped. Head injury routine initiatedL~:~J remalned cooperative for rest of evening. Curtain pulled 
around roommate to help de-escalate the situation. 1 :1 PSW sat in the room for the rest of the 3-11 and 11-7 shift. Head inj ury 
i nitiated. Head to toe assessment completed with measurements. 

By whom? 

Tracy Raney RN completed assessments. Robert Nagle PSW was 1:1 In the room until 2300 then Susan Brown PSW from 2300· 
0700. 

Was physician called? 

Yes 

Date and Time physician called (MM/DD/YYYY HH:MM) 

03/18/2014 23:15 

w.-(<o,M<r""'"'v-••"'••·~""""""""N"',WM.·-·-------------·-· •-P"' _____ ,. __ 
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f 'r-::> Ministry of Health and Long Term Care 

ir. Ontario CRITICAL INCIDENT REPORT 
10-Apr-201 4 

3:12 PM 

·- 2·14·2-~<»ocio.os·:·1··~1···-·-··· ·····-··· · --··············-········-·········· ·· -···-···-····--·---·-···--·--·--·····-··---·-----------···------·----------·--··-···· ···----~~~~~~~~K-·- ···-·-· 

TELFER PLACE 
245 GRAND RIVER STREET NORTH 
PA RIS 

Name of physician 

Dr.Williams .• faxed. 

Physician's action 

Cl Date and Tfine 

18-Mar-2014 
20:30 

Dr.Williams In and assessed both residents. No med changes at this time. 

Date anti T ime Cl first 21-Mar-2014 
Submitted to MOH _15:12 

21-Mar-2014 
15:11 

SUBMITTED 

What other additional authorities were contacted ?-(e.g. First Nations Band Council, Veterans Affairs Canada, Ministry of 
Labour, etc.) 

Authority name: 

For resident-related occurrences 
Were relative(s}, friend(s), designated contact(s) and/or substitu te decision maker(s) contacted? 

Yes 

If YES, provide name of relative(s), friend(s), designated contact(s) and/or substitute decision maker(s) contacted 

Name: r.·~.~==g:_p;~~==] POAC~;[J 
Name: c=~~f~~:~:~:J POA[_~~J 
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f~-::>' Ministry of Health and Long Term Care 

i-.r Ontario CRITICAL INCIDENT REPORT 

2742-000005-14 

TELFER PLACE 
245 GRANO RIVER STREET NORTH 
PARIS 

Cl Date and Time 

18-Mar-2014 
20:30 

Date and Time Cl first 
Submitted to (\i10H 

21-Mar-2014 
15:11 

What is tl1e outcome/current status of the individual(s) who was/were involved in this occurrence? 

1q-Apr·2Q14 

3:12PM 

Curretll Status 
CHANGED ON 
21-Mar-2014 

15:12 

SUBMITTED 

BSO made aware of incident.[gj~Jand C~:f'-.] remain in same room, no complaints fro111 either at this time. Increased monitoring 
of residents and awaren~ss of staff to check in with both residents. Care conference planned with resident families to d iscuss 
i ncident fully and care plan options. No lasting injuries reported by either resident at this time. 

IV Analysis and follow-up 
What immediate actions have been taken to prevent recurrence? 

1 :1 staffing, increased observatron of residents. 

What Jong-term actions are planned to correct this.situation and prevent recurrence? 

BSO contacted, continuing education for staff 

Name of person initiating report 

Sherri Toleff DOC 

Category of person initiating report 

Director of Care (DOC) 

Date of report (MM/DDfYYYY) 

03/21/2014 

----------...--v.-.... --.,.,--.-.---... ..... ----Nt<.---"'"' .... •'• .. •'"~·-. .... ~-·--,.·,,..,-. .,.---·--·-·-·--•.,,.,...,.._ ... __ ., . ..,.., ________ ~ 
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{');.--:> Ministry of Health and Long Term Care tr Ontario CRITICAL INCIDENT REPORT 

27 42-000005-14 

TELFER PLACE 
245 GRAND RIVER STREET NORTH 
PARIS 

Cl Date and Time 

18-Mar-2014 
20:30 

Date and Time Cl first 
Submitted to MOH 

21-Mar-2014 
15:11 

Please check to confirm the Administrator or Designate has signed the original of this form 

Yes 

General Notes 

1 O·Apr-2014 

3:12 PM 

Current Status 
CHANGED ON 
21-Mar-2014 

15:12 

SUBMITTED 

Most Recent Note : Please amend Cl Indicating if the cause andfor trigger of this incident was determined. Please also include 
the following information as well ; For each resident, their medical diagnoses and cognitive status, if either 
resident has a history of exhibiting similar behaviour toward other residents and if so, please provide date 
and actions implemented at that time. Please also provide any additional strategies andfor actions that have 
been implemented i n consultation with the BSO to mitigate future risk. Thank you. 

03124/2014 02:30 J Melinda Turner ! Cl form reviewed 

Case Notes 

Most Recent Note : Assessed as per current process. Intake completed. Level of Risk is 3. MT. March 24, 2014. 
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r~-:;> Ministry of Health and Long Term Care 

vF Ontario ' CRITICAL INCIDENT REPORT 
1 D-Apr·2014 

3:14 PM 

.................. , .. _ ............................................................................................................ ........... ···-· ....... ..................... ............... -····· ~ · ····""'"' '"'"'""' ''"'• ' "'''" ' "'""''' ................ ,._ . .. ............... ........................ .............. -····· -- -· .... - .. .. _, 

27 42-000006-14 

TELFER PLACE 
245 GRAND R!VER STREET NORTH 
PARIS 

I Mandatory/Critical Incident Description 
Area/Location of Unusual Occurrence: 

activity room 

Cl Date and Time 

31-Mar-2014 
18:45 

Date :ind Time Cl first 
Submitted lo MOH 

2*Apr-2014 
19:.18 

Please identify whether you are reporting a Mandatory Report or a Critical Incident: 

Mandatory Report [L TCHA, 2007] 

Whicl1 Mandalmy Report category best applie.s? 

Abuse/Neglect [24(1 ){2)] 

Select relevant sub-category as applies to Abuse/Neglect: 

R~sident to resident 

CONF!.DENTJAL - FOR INTERNAL USE ONLY 

Current Status 
CHANGED ON 

4-Aµr-2014 
16;28 

AMENDED 

P(avious Status 

AMENDED 

1 of6 
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f>:--:::> Ministry of Health and Long Term Care 

ir Ontario CRITICAL INCIDENT REPORT 

27 42-000006-14 

TELFER PLACE 
245 GRAND RIVER STREET NORTH 
PARIS 

Cl Date and Time 

31-Mar-2014 
18:45 

A' ': \j! . I 
pr~l j M· 

Oate and Time Cl first 
Submitted to MOH 

2-Apr-2014 
19:18 

Description of the Unusual Occurrence, including events l~ading up to the occurrence 

10-Apr-2014 

3:14 PM 

Current Status 
CHANGED ON 

4-Apr-2014 
16:26 

AMENDED 

Previous Status 

AMENDED 

At 16:15 hours, in sunroom, residents ha~.9.~~!!~!~d for:.~~.~.~£~l~.titertalnment program. Residents c~·)_:f,:,~~~J and [====~;f,~===j 
were in attenq~!!,~~'-·l?_l:l!.)ng the program,L.._.~,~--.J toldL. •.•.. q:.~ ...... J to move away from the tv in the sun room so he could turn it on 
and watch it. L_ __ ,G.B. _Jf~fused, told the other resident to go watch tv in his bedroom. The argument escalated for about 75 
seconds and then :_ __ ~~.~-]grabbed r.==~~§.,-:'..~.:J around ttie neck and started to choke him/shake him, and tipped c::~ef.~::~:J 
backwards out Of his wheelchair. The entertainer shouted "Stop! Stop!". The RPN was very close by and responded 
Immediately. r·-·:i:i>-i was removed gently from the Immediate vicinity by the RPN to the hallway, while the RPN summonded 
staff asslstance.-i··--"'J'.P-!appeared to de-escalate within minutes of the encounter. i--'G:s:·--~was assessed by the RPN, no 
Injuries were sustaTlied:--- '-·--·--·-·---·-·-
At 16:15 hours, in sunroom, residents had gathered for musical entertainment program. Residents i ___ j"_"p--·-·-·~ndC:::~li.~:~::J 
were in attendance. During the program/" ·:i:p-·--·1 told r--·G:a-:-·--! to move away from the tv in the suni'ooms·ohe could turn It on 
and watch it. r-·--,ia.···-·-·; refused, told the

0

oli-ier"residentTo-gi>"wafoh tv In his bedroom. The argument escalated for about 75 
seconds and tl'l'enT-··::;:Fi-·-··i grabbed r··-··c;:s:-··-·:around the neck and started to choke him/shake him, and tipped [--·-'G:B.--1 
backwards out of hfswiieeichair. Theentertafii'er shouted "Stop! Stop!". The.RPN was very close by and respondecr··-·---~ 
immediately. L::.::x~:=::Was· removed gently from the Immediate vicinity by the RPN to the hallway, while the RPN summonded 
staff as.sistance. r···--J~P-·-·-].appeared to de-escalate within minutes of the encounter. ;--·G.EC-iwas assessed by the RPN, no 
injuries were sustain-ea:··-·· ·----·-·--·--·--· 

Background: 
r···-·-·-···'J:ii----·-·-···-! Medical Diagnosis and Cognitive Status 
·ora91l'osis·:···-·-··· 
1. Severe mixed etiology dementia. History of alcohol abuse. 
2.COPD. . 
3. Cardiovascular: Hypertension, atrial fibrillatlon, CHF with a grade Ill left ventricle. Prior STEMI In 2010. 
4. GIT: Chronic dyspepsia treated with Pantoloc. 
5. Endocrine: Hyperllpldemla, osteoporosis, hyperuricernia • gout. 
6. Past history: prior subdermal hemorrhage with a previous fall whllst taking Warfarin. 
7. Prior CVA with no residual deficits. 
8. Prior DVT and pulmonary embolus. 
9. Fractured left scapula following a fall. 
10. Peripheral arterial disease with prior intermittent claudiciation. 
11. Height 185 cm. Wt. 127 kgs. 
Cognitive Status: 
1. Severe deficits. Not oriented to date, year or season. 
2. Notes from Dr. Braun (psychogeriatric ~peclalist at BGH) from assessment Feb. 2013: " . .. Some behavioural iss~es including 
being combative at time. He has been severely confused at times about who he is and where he is. When he was seen for his 
assessments, he denied having any memory problems and fel t that he was 19 years old during the 1st assessment and 42 years 
,.Q!~ .-~\!!:.~!:151. .!n.~ .• ?..!:!£1..l!§§!J.~qi~nt. He also felt that he was n~t at a hospital, but rather, in Toronto at the Sky Dome." 
! G.B. ; Medical Diagnosis and Cognitive.Status "t'5fa!:fnosrs:··--·-·-·-·-·--·-·-·-·-······ 
1. Cerebellar atrophy diagnosed in 1995 
2. Increased ataxia and dysarthira worsening mobility 
3. Cognitive impairment, mini-mental status examination 18/30 September 2012. 
4. Prior ethyl alcohol abuse · 
5. Possible diagnosis of hemochromatosls. Chronic thrombocytosis (cause unknown). 
6. Anorectal tumour resected 20015. 
7. Right hip fracture bipolar replacement September 26, 2012 
8. Heavy smoker (previous) 
9. Right rib fracture 
10. Multiple falls. 
Cognitive status; cognitive impairment, mini mental status examination 18/30 September 2-012. Not always aware of date, day, 
month or year. 

II Identifying information -----·--.t--n-... ---------... --.. -.. --... -.......... _ .. , ..... .,._ ........ -............ -...... -.................... -... -.................... -........ _ .. _ ... ___ .. __ ............... _ .. ,_,_ ......................... ~ 
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f):.--y. Ministry of Health and Long Term Care 

ir. Ontario CRITICAL INCIDENT REPORT 

Resident(s) Involved 
Name of resident(s) INVOLVED in Unusual Occurrence: r-···-"(iii .. ·······; 

L----·----- ·- ·-·- ·-·- · 
Name of resident(s) INVOLVED in Unusual Occurrence: [~~~:J.E~=~~] 

Resident(s) Involved 

Date of admisslon of resident(s) {MM/DDIYYYY): 01103!2013 

Date of admission of resident(s) (MM/DOIYYYY): 06/0412013 

Residenl{s) Involved 

Date of birth of resident(s} (MM/DDIYYYY): 

Date of birth of resident(s) (MM/DO/YYYY}: 

Name of Visitor(s) who were PRESENT and/o r DISCOVERED the Unusual Occurrence 

Vlsitor(s) who were PRESE:NT: (entertainer) 

Name of Visitor(s) who were PRESENT and/or DISCOVERED the Unusual Occurrence 

Visitor(s) who DISCOVERED: 

Name of Staff who were PRESENT a nd/or DISCOVERED the Unusual Occurrence 

Staff who were PRESENT: 

Name of Staff who were PRESENT and/or DISCOVERED the Unusual Occurrence 

Staff who DISCOVERED: 

Name of home staff RESPONDING to Unusual Occurrence 

Jessica Smith, RPN 

Ill Actions taken 
What care was given or action taken as a result of the Unusual Occurrence? 

10-Apr-2014 

3:'14 PM 

Residentr--··c;~·9~--·-! assessed by RPN, no injuries sustained. BSO team called in for support, BSO worker met with resident. 
ResidentL_ ... .:',~ •. - • .J 1:1 staffing assigned. Physician and family notifi;_~.:.-~.~.Y.~!?ian increased medication Seroquel from 75 mg at 
0800, and 50 mg at 2100 hours, to 100 mg bid. 850 team in to assessL. •. _.':l.:!::... •.•. JProvided recommendations (offer and encourage 
use of math flash cards; provide with administrative tasks i.e. stuffing envelopes). Physician on call (Or. Hutton)responded 
initially and refused to transfer to hospital clting that there was no access to· psychogeriatric specialist and resident would not 
benefit from transfer. On April 2, 2014, on-call physician (Dr. Vlaar} was contacted and asked to provide a Form 1 due to ongoing 
risk to other resident. 

By whom? 

Jessica Smith RPN 
Sherri Toleff, OOC 
Dian Shannon, E)(ecutive Director 
BSOtearn 

Was physician called? 

Yes 
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tf'):.-::>. Ministry of Health and Long Ten~ Care 

r Ontario CRITICAL INCIDENT REPORT 

2742-000006-14 

TELFER PLACE 
245 GRANO RIVER STREET NORTH 
PARIS 

Cl Date and Time 

31-Mar-2014 
18:45 

Date and Time physician called (MM/DD!YYYY HH:MM) 

03/31/2014 19:00 

Name of physician 

Dr. Williams 

Physician's action 

Date and Time Cl first 
Submitted to MOH 

2-Apr-2014 
19:18 

Increase Seroquel order from 50 mg at 0800 and 75 mg at 1600 hours to 100 mg bid. 

10·A1>r·20'14 

3:14 PM 

Current Status 
CHANGED ON 

4-Apr-2014 
16:28 

AMEN OED 

Previous Status 

AMENDEa 

Physician Dr . Hutton declined to transfer resident to hospital for urgent psychogeriatric referral citing lack of psychogeriatric 
support at Brantford General Hospital (specialist has left her practise there}; and indicating that there were no available beds in 
geriatric behaviour speciality units due to waiting lists. 

What other additional authorities were contacted ? (e.g. First Nations Band Council, Veterans Affairs Canada, Ministry of 
Labour, etc.) 

Authority name: 

For resident-related occurrences 
Were relative(s). friend(s), designated contact(s) and/or.substitute decision maker(s) contacted? 

Yes 

If YES, provide name of relative(s). friend(s). designated contact(s) and/or substitute decision maker(s) contacted 
Name: :·-·--··-r~·p~-·--·-···-; 

L-·--·----------·-·-·---·• 

Whal is the outcome/current status of the individua!(s) who was/were involved in this occurrence? 

r····'(;~s·.-·-·-·1 no injury sustained in the incident Settled. o.oes not appear to demonstrate any anxiety or d istress about incident. 
· L._._:!_-:-~:.._._Jettled, calm. Exit seeking on April 2, 2014 but in no apparent distress. Does not recollect incident. 
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r> Ministry of Health and Long Term Care 

i-r Ontario CRITICAL INCIDENT REPORT 

2742-000006-14 

TELFER PLACE 
245 GRAND RIVER STREET NORTH 
PARIS 

IV Analysis and follow-up 

Cl Date and Time 

31-Mar-2014 
18:45 

What immediate actions have been taken to prevent recurrence? 

Date and Time Cl fi rst 
Submitted to MOH 

2-Apr-2014 
19:18 

10-Apr-2014 

3:14 PM 

Currant Status 
CHANGED ON 

4·Apr·2Cl1 4 
16:28 

A.MENDED 

Previous Status 

AMENDED 

1. Physician contacted, review of incident, on-call physician (cocverlng for attending physician who is on v:aca!ion) Dr. Hutton 
came onsite to as~ess resid~nt after discussion of incident and discuss next steps with staff. 
2. BSO team in to review incident and offer recommendations. 
3. 1 :1 staffing assigned to r-···-j-:-i:;~·-·--1 

4. Review of ·accomodations:-:n<iai.iailable rooms to transfer r-··J":p·:·-·1 orC=~~!f.~_~_Jinto .(both are in the same -only- male ward 
room. No ~ther room avail~ble (private room, etc.) to transfer"eiffief"fesident into. 
5. Review of strategies with staff team to intervene if any involvement by either resident with each other (i.e . conversations, 
going into each other's personal space, etc.) 
6. Request to on-call physician Dr. Vlaar oh April 2, 2014 to request transfer to hosp ital to await assessment and potentially 
placement in psychogeriatric bed. Awaiting follow up contact. 
7. Call to CCAC requesting review of Mr. Poye's status on April 3, 2014. 
8. r··-.J":~~=J medication change. 

What long-term ac tions are planned to correct tl1is situation and prevent recurrence? 

1. Transfer[:}l:=::Jto hospital to await an •. ~.~~!!~?.~.i?sychogeriatrlc bed. 
2
1 

• fRteview BSO strategies re: [==j}>:~:~] and L. .... §.~E!: ..... .Jto determine what other strategies will reduce risk for either/both residents 
n u ure. 

Name of person initiating report 

Dian Shannon 

---~-~-~-~------------------------------
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Ministry of Health and Long Term Care 10·Apr·2014 

CRITICAL INCIDENT REPORT 
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27 42-000006-14 

TELFER PLACE 
245 GRAND RIVER STREET NORTH 
PARIS 

Category of person initiating report 

Administrator 

Date of report (MM/DD/YYYY) 

04/02/2014 

Cl Date and Time 

31-Mar-2014 
18:45 

Date and Time Cl first 
Submitted to MOH 

·2-Apr-2014 
19:18 

Please check to confirm the Administrator or Designate has si,gned the original of this form 

Yes 

File Attachment(s):
General Notes 

Current Status 
CHANGED ON 

4-Apr-2014 
16:28 

AMENDED 

Previous Status 

AMENDED 

Most Recent Note : Please amend Cl indicating the medical diagnoses and cognitive status for each resident involved in this 
incident and please also provlde the following information as well; If the trigger and/or cause of this 
incident was determined and if either resident sustained any lasting injury and/or ill-effect from this 
incident. Please also state If either resident has a history of exhibiting similar behaviour toward other 
residents and if so, please provide the actions and/or interventions that were implemented at that time, to 
address that resident's responsive behaviour. Please also state if the resident's andfor their family 
members, have any complaints and/or concerns related to this incident. Thank you. 

04/03/2014 10:561 Melinda Turner I Cl form reviewed 

Entertainer's name Inadvertently omitted; Pat Murray. 

Case Notes 

Most Recent Note : Assessed as per current process. Information from CJ added to Tl·H·14-000634. No further action required. 
Level of Risk is 3. MT. April 3, 2014. 

Assessed as per current process. Additional information requested. Level of Risk TSO. MT. April 3, 2.014. 

-------·--··-----
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